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The Taylor Jury.

Runaway Accident
Chester Harvey, son of W. W.
Harvey of the firm of Harvey &
Morris, was painfully, though
not seriously, hurt in a runaway
about s i x
Monday evening
o'clock. Chester was driving
the delivery wagon and while
crossing the walk near the
Southwestern Drug Store corner, one of the traces came unhitched, this frightened the
horse and then the shaft dropped
v hich precipitated a full fledged
runaway. Chester was unable
to control the horse and he
dashed around the Antlers hotel
and darted up the alley running
into the News office building,
where the vehicle wad partly demolished and the driver thrown
against the wall with such force
as to cut a deep gash in his head
and otherwise injuring him.
He was immediately taken to
the doctor's office where his injuries were dressed and he is
now on the road to recovery,
though still confined to his homev
The force of the impact against
a window sill of the News office
was sufficient to break it in and
the window glass was shattered.

"The principal reason that
we brought in a verdict of acquittal in the Herschel Taylor
case, said one of the jurors recently is that we followed the
courts instructions, but from
subsevuent developments, evidently misconstrued it"
In justice to the jurors, the
New9 will say that they represent the best of Curry County
citizenship.
All are highly respected citizens and for the most part
have resided here for many
years. Several of the number
hold some of the most responsi
ble positions in Clovis and the
others are successful farmers
and stockmen. They all believe in the enforcement of law
and order and the administration of justice.

MARCH 5, 1915

Albuquerque Gets

Clovis Children Make

Fine Appearance in
Exposition Movies.
hunSanta Fe. Twenty-fivdred school children in their
Sunday best, marching down
the principal street of Clovis
with banners flying, was a sight
witnessed at a private view of a
portion of the San Diego motion
pictures today. It was a grand
spectacle, the more remarkable,
because less than ten years ago,
Curry county was still a part of
the Staked Plains desert, with
only cattle ranches where today
are busy towns and villages and
thousands of farms. The bright,
alert faces of the children, the
military precision with which
they marched and perfor tied
their evolutions and calisthenic
exercises, all are impressive.
e

Convention.

$1.00

Local and Personal

Would Indict Governor.
(By Geo. W Clements.)

Las Cruces, N. M.. March 4.
The Dona Ana County grand
Mrs. I. B. L. Osborne has
been confined to her hom3 on jury. In its offidal report to
Stockmans Association account of illness the past two Judge Medler, frankly express-

western
for the honor of entertaining
the Association in 1916, Albuquerque was victorious over
Amarillo, when the final vote
was taken at El Paso, Thursday.

Cliff Oliver Married

weeks.
Dr. Darling, of Minnesota, has
loeated in Clovis and has established an office in the First
National Bank.
Stoneware, Crocks, Churns
and Jugs. Barry Hardware Co.
C. M. McClean spent a few
days in Clovis, visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs. C. O. McClean. returning to his home in
Aurora, Tuesday.
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After one of the warmest
fights ever waged ic the history
of the Panhandle and South-

Cards have been received by
friends of Clifton Oliver
announcing his marriage on Sunday February 21, 1915 to Laura
Amarillo,
Pearl Hudson
Texas.
No business can succeed these
Mr. Oliver is a Clovis boy, days that is not started honesthaving resided here since the ly, carried on in the open and
beginning of the town and was that cannot stand for the spotemployed at the News office for light of truth to be turned in
Recently he has upon it.
some time.
The Dictator
it
been with the Santa Fe both
Bond Issue Up.
Sheriff D. L. Moye returned
The High School will present
he Tuesday
A school election is called by "The Dictator," b y Richard here and at Amarillo, where
from McLean, Texas,
position.
clerical
hold
a
3
Mayor Cash Ramey for the Harding Davis, o n Thursday
where he went on official busiCongratulations.
first Tuesday in April, (April G) March 11th.
ness after he took the three
prisoners, convicted of forgery
for the purpose of electing five
This ia the story of two young
to the state penitentiary.
directors and also for the pur- men who got into trouble with a Orchestra Musicale.
pose of voting on the $18,000 cab driver in New York and had
The students of the New
The Clovis Woman's Club
bond issue to build a new high to leave home suddenly. They Mexico Conservatory of Music
meeting was postponed this
school building and equip it. left on a steamer bound for gave a musicale in the Croft
week on account of inclement
Some Passengers.
The retiring directors have Central America. "They didn't building on West Grand Avweather until next Tuesday at
Three hundred and fifty pas- posted up notices for such an care where she was bound for, enue, Monday night which was
the home of Mrs. Snyder.
sengers bound fcr California, election, but those who claim just so she bounded."
largely attended by relatives
J. L. House has leased the
came through on the new train to be informed on the subject,
On the way. down, Steve falls and friends of the pupils.
The
the "Missionary" Wednesday say the notices are not issued in love with Miss Sheridan, who hall was prettily decorated with Crescent hotel and will conduct
and it was a task for the Har- in proper form.
is on her way to marry a mis- pot plants and flowers and a that establishment as well as the
vey House to feed them. Twelve
This bond issue, even
for sionary. Interesting complica- splendid musical program was Antlers Cafe. Mrs. House will
gallons of Fred Harvey's fam school house purposes, is some- tions follow. On the same ship arranged by Prof. D. N. Croft, have charge of the Crescent for
ous coffee was consumed by the thing for the people of Clovis to are Mr. Bowie and bride. Mr. who is having much success the present.
crowd and the coffee dispensers give serious consideration.
Bowie is a political adventurer with his classes.
The remodeling of the new
resembled a bucket brigade.
and consul assigned to San Man-anin theatre building on South Main
Those who participated
The California rates went into Luikart Returns.
where he has financed a the entertainment were: Marie street is about completed and
fleet on the first and and this
revolution,
On arrival he finds Luikart, Melba Mitchell,
before long Clovis will have a
Mr. and Mrs. W. I. Luikart
was the first grand rush of ex
been a
has
there
low priced play house.
new
Flora'
Whittaker,
Shade,
returned Friday from St. Louis
position visitors over this line.
sell: the consular Irene Spade, Lenora Cheely,
he
and
where Mr. Luikart went to
of J. L,
The mother-in-laThe train wus made up ' twelve
purchase his big stock of spring job to Mr. Steve. Mr. Steve Evelyn McFarland, Grace
Harvey,
who
resides
southeast
coaches.
being arrested
Marie Kiely, Dot
and summer goods. Part of iiarrowly escapes
of Clovis, died Wednesday and
by Duffy secret service detective
Carrie Neff.
the new stock is already beginwas buried Thursday at the Tex
Cattlemen' Special.
ning to arrive. Mr. Luikart who is looking for two men.
ico cemetary. She was 76 years
In the second act Duffy arrests
A special train of eleven says that he
old.
never saw the
up
the missionary on suspicion and Luncheon for Visitor.
the Cat market so crowded
coaches which made
with buyers
According to the statements of
tlemens' special came through and that from all appearances, is about to take him back to New
Mrs. L. M. Cassidy gave a
Clovis
bankers, who handle the
York, when Juanita "the star of pretty one o'clock luncheon on
Tuesday evening at 6 o'clock the European war is
not seri
Fe checks and who are in
Santa
Panama" interferes. Miss Thursday afternoon at her home
en route to El Paso where the ously effecting business.
a position to know, the monthly
Sheridan here recognizes
1002 Litchfield avenue, compliCattlemen's Convention is in
pay roll of t h e company at
desperin
Steve,
missionary and
mentary to Mrs. G. W. Singlesession. Among those who
Clovis
amounts to a sum of ap"Salomy Jane"
joined the ciowd
ation, turns both Juanita and ton, of Clovis, N. M. Hyafrom here
proximately
$75,000.
were Messrs. Boy kin, Shipley
Beatriz MilheFena in "Salomy the missionary over to Duffy. cinths and carnations filled the
J. H. Barlow resigned his
Keenan, Anderson Jane" will be seen at the Lyce- Campos, the new president, "by center baskets. At cards, Mrs.
Brothers,
and Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Mers- um Theatre on Wednesday, the voice of the people," calls C. Regan , and Mrs. Herman position with the Santa Fe in
The Hoffman were top scorers and Clovis and returned Tuesday to
March 8th. "Salomy Jane" is a on the American consul.
f elder.
revolution
of
for
his received an embroidered towel Pratt, Kansas where he has
picturization
The special stopued here
of Paul Arm latter starts a
during
own.
the
time
supper and
the
and an embroidered handerker-chief- . accepted a more lucrative posi
strong's dramatization of Bret
Duffy
tion. His many friends wish
act,
seeks
Albuquerque Hart's story
third
the
In
and
Amarillo
"Salomy Jane's
Lands played popular airs.
Kiss." It is a production of the the protection of the American The guests were: Mesdames him well in his new surroundings.
Both these cities are candi California Motion Picture Cor- consul, Bowie is arrested as G. W. Singleton, Herman
Miss
Brook Tra vers, Juanita and
W. A. Ayres, Harry Heim- dates for the 1916 convention. poration.
Ex Alderman W. L. Townaend
Sheridan settle their difficulties ple. Robert Einholtz, H. D. Har- who now resides at Springlake,
McMullen, O. Z. Texas, was in the city Saturday
Mrs. Lovan, a pianist, has ac- to the satisfaction of all con- per, F. E.
Geo. P. Howe
Campos
take
to
cerned,
comes
O. C. Robert- en route to El Paso to attend the
Singleton,
Smith,
cepted a position with the LyceRepresentative of New York
um theatre and will play some the Dictator to El Moro prison. son, Henry Whalen, and O. G. cattlemen's convention and visit
Life Insurance Company has lo ot
relatives,
who reside there.
the new musical hits which The wireless bluff fails to work, Hutchinson. -(- Sun. Feb. 28)
cated at 105 West Grand Ave.
Springlake is about fourteen
the management have secured but just in the nick of time the Wichita Eagle.
to make his headquarters for
miles from Muleshoe.
from the Buckeye Music Pub- United States troops take charge
eastern New Mexico.
of the consulate and the troubles
lishing
Company.
Some
of
Market Report
Mr. Howe is recognized at the
Do You Know
these new selections are "Why of the Dictator are all over.
Phoenix Branch Office under
compli
Maize
Kaffir,
per
is
plot
somewhat
and
Feterita
The
You
Advertise"
"Let
That Harry Patton is some
which the southwestern sales Don't
:
$1.00
cated, but it unravels in a very bushel
Me See Your Smiling
Face
maker, but Dennis
"speech"
operates
being
one of
force
as
24cts.
Butter fat, per lb
- satisfying manner.
allegation and can
the
denies
their most able men. Clovis be- Again" "I've Got the RheumaEggs, per doz
14 "
Lone, Lone
prove
an alibi.
ing a good live town, good re- tiz" and "There's a
"
Hens, per lb
8
Oyster Supper.
St ir in tie Lore Star State.'
That the girls are not always
"
sults are expected from here.
Turkeys,
per
lb.
10
Others from Jos W. Stern and
The ladies of the primary delooking at Charlie, when looking
Company are "Same Old Town" partment of the Baptist church
in the window? His flowers are
Santa Fe Entertainment
"Maybe a Day, Maybe a Year will give an oyster stew on the
A wild-ca- t
insurance business very attractive.
Thj?se ate evening of March 16th at the
The Santa Fe Reading Room and Fifty - Fifty."
has about as much show of sucThat some stores, will now
latest and most popular old Oxford hotel. Proceeds to cess as a wild-ca- t
will give a free entertainment at the
oil business. stock up, as the assessment time
hits."
be used to buy seats for the
the First Baptist Church on SatIt has passed?
primary department.
urday evening, March 6. The
Who leased a hotel and then
Episcopal Church.
J. S. Johnson, who has a nice didn't, and why?
Oracher Orchestra, of Chicago, I
which comprises the six leaders
The City employes saw fit to place notrhwest of Clovis was
Rev. D. A. Sanford who comes
rumpus at
of Chicago orchestras, will en from Mexico. Mo., held services shut off the lights last night in town Saturday, He is going What caused the
Western?
Wild
the
tertain on piano, banjo, cello, at the Episcopal church in Clo about supper time, compelling to plant a soft Maple grove on
That Billy Singleton is going
harp and drums. This is con- vis last Sunday.
He will be me to dismiss some of my board- his farm. Other Curry County
fight
see the Johnson-Willar- d
to
do
the
same.
sidered about as good musical here also next Sunday. Services ers, which I regret, however the farmers should
Izzy?
El
Paso?
near
level
Begin
make
this
now
to
can
obtained
today
in
as
the will be at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p.m. difficulty will be adjusted
be
talent
country.
is not expect treeless plains, beautiful in foBishop Howden from Albuquer and a
The Model Grocery expects to
liage. With united effort this
ed.
probably
soon,
expected
que is
a car load of oranges
receive
could be accomplished in a few
J. L. House.
r unner an
A. Jackson, of Farmersville, on Marcn iatn.
week.
next
years.
pd.
Texas, is in the city on business. nouncements will be made later.
counter-revolutio-

Mew Mexico.

ed its regret that because of legal obstacles it could not return indictments against Governor vlcDonald and State Traveling Auditor Howell Earnest.
The grand jury report severely censures both
officials for
their alleged part in failing to
take proper steps to prevent the
loss of public funds through the
failure of the First State Bank
of Las Cruces and to protect the
deposits of the state College in
that institution.
Ninety-nintrue bills were
returned by the grand jury.
e

Country

Correspondence
Happenings of Interest
Over the County.
Blacktower Budget
filled his
Brother Etchison
regular appointment Sunday at
Blacktower.
Clarence Crook stopped off to
visit home folks on his way to
Melrose,' as he has be?n trans-fere- d
there.
Quite a number of young folks
gathered at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Lelbetter Saturday
and spent an enjoyable tima.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Dough ton
and Mrs. R. H. Crook were the
guests of Mr. andMrs. J. W.
Eller, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Ledbetter
were the guest of Mr. an d Mrs.
W. I. McConnell Sunday.
nicely
School is progressing
now and everything ssemi so
quiet.

Enterpiise Echoes
Mr. and Mrs. Braswell called

Sunday
afternoon.
The visitors at the Carnihan
home Sunday were Mr. and Mrs.
Holdenand Mr. and Mrs. Moore.
on Mr. and Mrs. Lewis

Creston Walker and Miss
Grace Lewis called on Mrs.
Stubble Sunday afternoon.
Miss Clara Zwissler returned
to her claim near Fort Sumner,
Friday.
Mrs. Homan visited with Mrs.
Stubble Tuesday.
Mrs. Snell visited with Mrs.
Alley Tuesday.
Mrs. Albert Walker visited
with Mrs. Holden Saturday.
Mrs. J. Houston called on
Mrs. Carnihan Saturday.
Mrs. Kingry and family visit
ed J. Houston and wife Sunday.
Miss Grace Lewis is staying
with Mrs. Stubble this week.
Jacklrvin entertained a crowd
after Sunday School Sunday, by
riding a bucking bronk.

A large crowd attended sing- Sundav night The music
furnished by the Bras well sisters
was enjoyed by all
of
Miss Adgiiee Mitchell,
School
Sunday
Liberty, attended
Sunday.
W
have iust found out what
Lenord's attraction is at Liberty,
There is going to be a Literary
society organized at Enterprise,
Saturday night Marcn om.
us
Come one. come all and help
have a good time.
ino- -

THE CLOVIS NEWS
FOREIGN.

OF

AN EPITOME

LATE LIVE HEWS
CONDENSED RECORD Of THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS, DOINGS,
MENT8, SUFFERINGS,

ACHIEVE
HOPES

AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

Wutui Nmit I'ni.in n.

srvlc.

w

THE WAR.

ABOUT

The London Dully Mall's Copenhagen correspondent says it la reported from Heriin that tuo German
casualties In K;it Prussia und Poland
luring the last throe weeks are estimated at about Suo.OOO.
Four hundred mcnibers of the mutinous Indian regiment which revolted at Singapore on Feb. 15 have
bueu killed, iih well as Heven (ierniuu
prlaoneis fioni the detention camp,
who joined the nnliieH when offered
their freedom, according to reports of
by
to Maullii
the uprising brought
passengers from Singapore.
The AiiHt liiiuii have suffered a
severe defeat in Hukowiuu. Hundred;!
Of wounded have heen ciiptured, niauy
Of whom were picked up from
the
frozen ground, wounded und dying.
The HtiHHlaiiH have seized t lie railway
nd
the i in m, u n t railway renter
Stilliisluii, after di'llvei iiig a crushing
blow to the allied Teutons.
The Ccruiuu blockade of he Hrltlsh
Isles has been in el feet for over a
that, ho far us
week with Hie
known, two Norwegian, one French
Hnd eight Hrttisli Hti atncis l ave been
mink or torpedoIn
Milium. 'Ines,
.small losu of
with the mm pi
four liven. t)n the other hide of the
uecoiint it Ik reported ma' two Hernia n submarines mi' missing and a
third had been bit ami possibly mink
by a French dost nr. it. IUshUm the
vessels which fell itiins to the submarines two Ainei loan and olio
steamer huo been sun'.t by
mines In llu .Virth Sea, an the Swedish Htonnii r Spccla i inl one or two
Hritish vitamers are otciilnc und it
is loured hut
with
u lo.their
t

I

ic.-ii'l-

-

ilc

I

-i

.

WESTERN.
The National AsMi.'iulinti of Hoserve
Hi. n ic
will held !he next all
nnal iii'i-!iin
.oi.isi ille, Ky April
Jit and :o.
II'. u toie of ml to i;:' the .MiinioHotu
House of
t
es passed tlu
coii'iiy opium measure mukliu
a count) issue.
(Imernor llotle signed the six
mouths nloinc divorce bill lor
'i lie bill restores the law relut
lug to divorce as It was two yours
ago.
trovcrnor Clarke simi"d the millet
lepeul bill iiassed by the Iowa
l.enlxlutnre. The bill is effective .Ian.
next, and reltii'tiH the statu to
piohibitiou.
At Chicago wheat prices collapsed
nearly X cents Friday under excited
selling, every fort reported destroyed
at the Uuulauelles costing wheul
owners ut the rule ol about I! cents a
bushel.
V hat Is believed to
have been an
incipient mutiny in ihe ranks or the
rebel I'iutes was ipicllcd at llluff.
llnh, when filler I'osey. second In
com ma nil of the Indian forces, killed
Scolly, one of the members of his
bund.
The Claypool antl alien Inbor bill,
providing i hat all persons engaged In
extra hazardous occupations miiHt lie
able to speak and write Knglish, wus
defeated in the Arizona .Slate Senate.
It had been passed by the lower House
of the Legislature.

t'ltv

i

Hepiei-etilali-

Ne-tad-

s(u(-nior-

WASHINGTON.

The pension bill carrying one bun
dreil und sixty-foumillion dollars
was passed by the House.
President Wilson nominated fhaun
coy P. Holcomh of .Newcastle. Del., to
be district attorney of the I.' lilted
Stules Court at Shanghai, china.
The Semite passed ih,. naval bill
Frlduy, $152.(11111,111111,
ih,. fortification
bill $ii,iiiiii,onii and the diplomatic bill
$1.200.01111, while the House spent the
day in d. bating the general deficiency
measure, with Interruptions now- und
I hen in dispose of
report a.
The Senate added about J viiiiii.onii to
the naval bill as it pa.Hi.- House,
providing in the two hat'lcshlp construction program for fi.e sea going
submarines, instead of one. fur sixteen
instead of eleven nmt dei iHe sub
liini'lii
lor ii gunboat and a hospital
fillip and adding 1
r.
i,,r
mor plant and JVii,.,,,,,, f,,r ., proloetilo
-

conl'.-r.-iic- c

-

.

I

---

i

.

t

.

factory.

Increasing intercut is being
in official and diplomatic ipiur-terIn the out, one- of n got mi bins on
the part of the Washington government with Hi" III ilii li and Cerimin
governments with a vi.-- .i,, ending
danger to American siii,M,,K
muni-feute-

retaliiitory iiieaxuicH
belligerents toward

n.

of tl,,. Ijiropean
ouch other

D.ivilmar Theodor bus abdicated as
preaideiK of Haiti and tai,. u reruge on
the Dutch ateumcr Frc.Pnck
at Port An Prince. Tin si. amor will
jioce d to Curacao.

FRUIT LAXATIVE

General Thys, a noted Belgian officer, who was one of the leading figures lit Belgian colonial development,
died at Brussels.
A message of sympathy was received by Surah Hernliurdt at Bordeaux, France, from the Queen Mother
Alexandra of Grout Britain.
Trial of five Socialist deputies,
charged with treasonable conspiracy,
began ut Petrogrud with the doors of
the court room open to the public,
Slgnor MostlTrottl, a radical deputy, died suddenly at Alilun while he
was delivering a speech In favor ol
the intervention of Italy In the war.
The
cap adopted by the
American army from the British during the Roosevelt administration, has
been abandoned by the London war
office.
Sir Kdward Grey, the foreign secretary, announced in the House ol
Commons that Great Britain was In
entire accord with Russia's desire for
access to the sea.
Sir William Eden, artist and land
owner, died in London.
His eldest
son was killed at Ypres In November,
and the heir to the baronetcy Is at
present Interned In Germany.
Public and private buildings ol
Monterey, capital of the Mexican Btate
of Nuevo lon, were targets for two
American aeroplane pilots operating
with Gen. Pablo Gon.ules, a farrnuza
leader.
France, Russia, Knglund and Serbia
are suld by Knglislt officials to be in
absolute uccord us to reprisals to be
made on Germany, Austrlu und Turkey
in retaliation fur the Geruiuu submarine campaign.
The outlook for an adjustment of
differences which huve arisen between China mid Japan has improved
distinctly.
The conferences between
representatives of the two nations
me progression towards a
compromise.

OF INTEREST TO

FOR SICK GUILD
"California Syrup of Figs" can't
harm tender stomach,
liver and bowels.
Every mother realizes, after giving
her children "California Syrup of
Figs" that this Is their Ideal laxative,
because they love its pleasant taste
and It thoroughly cleanses the tender
little stomach, liver and bowels without griping.
When cross, Irritable, feverish, or
breath is bad, stomach sour, look at
the tongue, mother! If coated, give a
teaspoonful of this harmless "fruit
laxative," and In a few hours all the
foul, constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes out of the bowels, and you have a well, playful child
again. When its little system Is full
of cold, throat sore, has stomach-ache- ,
Indigestion, colic rememdiarrhoea.
ber, a good "inside cleaning" should
always be the first treatment given.
Millions of mothers keep "California
Syrup of Figs" bandy; they kuow a
teaspoonful today saves a sick child
tomorrow. Ask at the store for a
bottle of "California Syrup of
Figs," which has directions for babies,
children of all ages and grown-upprinted on the bottle. Adv.
s

Many a man is such an enthusiast
you can't even dampen his ardor

that

with a drink.

Weeks'

Break-Up-A-Co-

ld

Tablets

guaranteed remedy .or Colds and
Ln Grippe. Price 25c o( your druggist
A

It's good.

Take nothing else.

flOJORQUEZ DENIED SEAT

STATE NEWS

Adv.

A Selfish Idea.
"There goes an Irascible old gentleman w ho is a noted w oman hater, yet
he's in fuvor of votes for women."
"Well! Well! That's a compliment
SPORT.
to the persuasive powers of the fair
sex."
Hill Fisher, first baseman for the
"I don't know whether it is or not.
i
lent r club, has signed his contract
He savs he'd give them anylhlng to
for the season of mi",.
Keep them (jnlet."
Charles ilMitolii llrandt of Urook
lyn, X. V., and Frnnkie Hums of Jcr
For Her Protection.
soy city, X..I., bantamweights, rough!
"When I said I would marry you
eight rounds to a draw at St. Louis. von
promised to let me handle all your
Georges Current lor, the champion money, but now wo are married you
heavyweight pugilist of Kuropc, ban handle It all yourself."
I
n wounded und Is now a German
"That's bemuse I love you r."
prisoner of wur, according to the Her-"That's a queer way to prove your
ii Tageblatt.
love."
Frank J. .Marshall of New York esway.
"It's a mighty
tablished a new and unique chess rec- When I made that promise I was not
ord by losing only four games out ol aware that money was teeming with
iiIik
which he played simultanbacteria."
eously with as many contestants at
Port In ml. Ore.
Wanted More Help.
"To guide a key to u keyhole In the
George DuCruy, amateur champion
wrestler ol Colorado, has retired fioni dark there has been patented a
strip of metal to be fastened
Ihe nuii cud purchased u
cat
tie ranch In the 1'latenu valley, thirty-fiv- to a door with Uie point surrounding
miles east of Gruuil Junction. the hole," said the studious man.
"That's nil right so far as It goes,"
Ills brother, .1. P. DuCruy, joined him
replied the convivial one; "but who's
In the purchase.
to be on band to find the key for
you ?"
GENERAL.
I

VOTE

ALL

NEW MEXICO

PEOPLE

U',-t-

it

N.--

iivii: urn

I'nlun Stvru

grrvlc-a-

.

OMij i:vi;.t.Mciitlujr

-

Aprll 2
.Vmoiul
Southwest
ern ,iv
i'utilu ilruwvrs AS
social iuii, ut Silver City.
Rock Island wants a garage,
There are 341 prisoners in the New
Mexico penitentiary.
Precinct "tl in Quay county voted 78
for to 26 against a herd law.
The Tremont house, a landmark at
Carlsbad, wus destroyed by fire.
Fifty candidutes took the Scottish
Rite degree at the Santa Fe meeting.
pay days are established by a bill passed by the House.
A wooden
bridge will be built
across Tiicumc art creek near Reveulto.
A "blue sky" bill was introduced ln
the House by Judge Toombs of Union
county.
The Carlsbad Commercial Club has
elected new officers and organized for
the year's work.
The House unanimously adopted a
resolution or assent to the provisions
or the Smith-Leveact.
Governor McDonald will be one of
the speakers at the Silver City Cattlemen's convention April
Roman Kspiuosa committed suicide
ut Itoswell by shooting himself in the
revolver.
heart with a
The House passed Senute Bill No.
27 for Improvement of the Rio Grundo
und the incasuie wus sent to the governor.
Three bos, miming in uge from six
lo leu years, were drowned iu the Gllu
river at Sheeney's Crossing, near Silver City.
The Senate appointed a conference
committee on county sultiry bill nam- lilt; Page, Romero, l.uughren, Illnkle
and Holt.
Kight tax commission bills are before the Legislature.
The two latest
uddeil to the list are by Representatives Sena and Mirubal,
Governor .McDonald usked for an
appropriation from the Stuto legislature to curry on the content ion with
Texas concerning the boundary.
Intervention by the I'nlted Slates,
Argentine, llrazll and Chill to police
.Mexico and establish order tvuB urged
lu 'he U. S. Senute by Senator Fall.
Jim Francis, colored, uge twenty-eigh- t
years, a rope rider at the Navajo
mine near Gallup, was killed while
coming out of (he mine on the rope.
The fire department of Tucumcarl
will receive J.'iiio as its share of the
sum voted various towns by the legislature in aid of maintaining fire
Semi-monthl-

.'iiio-aor-

William II. Baker, cocoa und choco
late manufacturer, dieil at his home
at Syracuse, X. V
ufler a nlm
months' illness.
Kruest Thompson Solon, artist und
author or books dealing with life in
the woods, bus retired us chief scout
of the Boy Scouts of America.
A favorable committee
report of a
proposed state equal stiff rime amend
mont wus made to the Senate ul
Dover, Did. A favorable report on a
similar measure has been mailu to the
House.
Capt. A. K. Harding of the I'nlted!
Slates marine corps killed himself In'
Philadelphia at the Racquet Club. Ilf
was an aide to President Tuft and wan
appointed to tbo marine corps from
Illinois in 1889.
Spain has authorized the piirchnsr
in America of twelve army aeroplane!
and tools and muchliicry, to the valui
of $2,uuo,oiH), according to Henry S
.Moos, a Spanish engineer,
who ar
rived In Xew York.
A decisive buttle between the Plutei
und the Xebeker posse is Imminent ul
llluff, I'tali. Every erfoit by the government agents und Indians to force
Oik Polk, Hatch. Posey and the othei
outlaws to surrender has failed.
"i;nclo" John Mlnlo, Oregon pio
neer, died at Salem of old age. IK
was born in Kugland in 18- - unc
came to Oregon from Pennsylvania It
In 1N"3 Mlnto discovered th(
1S44.
puss Into eastern Oregon, which bean
his name.
Carter H. Harrison, who Is finishing
his fifth term us mayor of Chicago
was defeated for Ihe Democratic ro
nomination in the primary election by
Robert M. Sweltzer, present clerk ol
Cook county, by a plurality ot more
than 75."iMi.
Ruth Soper "Darnell," discussing fot
Ih" first time her affair with the Rev.
lames Morrison Darnell, nt Milwau
kee, emphatically asserted that she le
Darnell's w ife and expressed compas
siou for Doris Vaughn of Chicago, whe
eenlly divorced Darnell.
Tests completed by the dairy de
partment of the Ohio State I nlver-aitestablished a new world's record
in milk production, according; In fig
ures made public nt the university at
Columbus. The new queen of Ihe
dairy world Is Murne Cowan, a fiveyear-olGuernsey cow, who during
the lust year produced twelve tons ol
milk.
John Brunke. assistant cashier ol
the Karmers' Stale Hank at Haxtun,
twenty seven miles east of Sterling.
Colo., was shot and Instantly killed
bv a robber.
-

IN

HOUSE

NEW MEXICO
WAS 27 TO 12.

Wtitei n

rnlun Kuwi SiTvlte.
X. M. The House, by
vole of 27 to 12, adopted the report

Santa Fe,

ot the commit tee ou privileges and
elections, refusing to seut Francis
elected iu Sierra county un
der the provisions of a special election
culled by Governor McDonald. The
report held that the governor issued
the proclamation after Antonio T.
Chaves hud been seujed, and who con
tested the first election or Uojorquez.
The governor and minority hold that
the proclamation was Issued several
hours before thet House seated Chaves
and after It had declared a vacancy
An agreement by the conference
committee on the salary measure still
Is problematical ou the refusal of rep
resenlative Palmer from San Juan
county to consent to a maximum sal
ary In his county of more than $1,600.
Senator Romero and Hartt have In
troduced In the Senate a bill provid
ing fur a state tux commission practically Identical with the defunct board
of equalization abolished at last elec
tion.
The state College legislative Inves
tigating committee adopted a resolution Instructing Its accountant, John
Joerns, to go to Las Cruces and tnke
Initial steps toward the investigation
of the defunct First Slate Bank, and
college nceounts, nfter which the
chairman and attorney of the committee will go to (he scene and prepare
for Hie summoning of witnesses and
taking of evidence. .1. W. MeCarty of
the First National Bank of Tucumcarl
Is made assistant to Joerns and In
structed to bring to I. as Cruces Ihe
accounts of the Insolvent First Stale
Bank of Tucumcarl.

POW5

Prayer Found Tied to Saddle.
Santa Fe. "God bo wiili me, pruy,"
is one of the entries in the dluries of
Captain Coouey. whose body wus found
iu a canon iu the Mogul Ion mountains,
where he had perished of exposure.
The diary, found tied to the saddle ou
one horse which survived, relates (he
prog i ess of the Mil prospector and bis
two horses, 'Join und Jerry, from Oct.
2i, to Ihe last entry, N'ov. 26, some
time subsequent to which death ocIt lolls u puthetlc story of
curred.
wandering through nigged mountain
InHtnossoH In veu reii of water for himself and two horses, of sleeping night
after night iu pouring rain without
mulches and of days or exhaustion.
Toward the last Cooney was evidently
out ol his head, as he w rote or smell
lug fresh meat cooking and hearing
voices. "A little sun -- I feel better" Is
the lasl entry.
1
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Better cookies, cake
and biscuits, too. All
as light, Huffy, tender
and delicious as mother used
to bake. And just as whole

Some. For purer Unking Powder than Calumet cannot be had

at any frit;
Ask jour grocer.
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Committee's Report, Which Declared
the 8pecial Election, Was Unfair,
Adopted by Representatives.

number of farmers from the vicinity of i louse, Hope and Charlotte
liiivo
organized an association
to
build a telephone Hue connecting
Civil 8ervlce Exami.
with th'j one from Tuiban.
Las Venus. Acutliig Secretary H.
The committee on railroads of (he A. Delgado. or the local Civil Service
House reported adversely on the bill, Commission, announced the dales of
Compliment That Went Astray.
Xo. 171, introduced by Mr. Chavez of
"I love to hear you speak French." Torrance county, providing for a three-coi- civil service examinations as follows
junior chemist, $1,2U0
March
remarked the swept young thingrate luw.
tu $I,44U; March 13, physical labors- "Indeed?" said the pompous youth
Word reached Socorro of the find- lary helper imnlel, I'lnil (o $720;
who plumed himself on his linguistic
,, Rid in poultry and egg
ing of the body of Captain M. Coouey, .Ma reii
ability.
And why?"
I localise It Is so different
from most 7ti years old, who left (here Oct. 26 handling imule), $720 a year; junior
people's French," explained the young with a pack train for Hie wilds or the laboratory helper (male), $1X1) to $."40;
thing.
The youth plumed himself Mogul Ion mountains, in search or a fireman, bureau of standards, In lino
for promotion to position of assistant
some more. Hut only for a moment, lost mine.
;
April
Only throe of the Democratic mem- engineer at $rmo to
because the sweet young thing continued:
bers or the House voted against the s leutitic assistant In library (male),
"Yes. so different from most peo- Senate measure removing Die power $840 to $U oo a year.
ple's French -- especially French peo- of appointment of state librarian from
ple's."
Veroon Jones Acquitted.
the governor and lodging It with the
Supreme Court.
Vernon Jones, who slew his
Clovls.
MAY BE COFFEE
Another state-widprohibition reso latl'er while t tic latter was making a
That Causes all the Trouble
lution is before the Legislature. It was violent assault upon his wife and son
a few weeks ago at his wheat ranch
When the bouse Is alire, it's about introduced by Senator Hard, und calls
near (his city, was freed by the
for
un
amendment
to
the
constitution
to
begins
the same as when disease
Court. Ills plea was
uovoi
uioonouc.
sine
'
show, it's no time to talk but time to!
act delay Is dangerous remove the ewigea in the state.
cause of the trouble ut once.
Ihe Silver Glance Mining und De
Ryans Personal Injury Bill Passed.
"For a number or years," wrote a veloping Company has filed Its incor
Kansas ludy, "1 felt sure thut cuffet poration papers iu the office of the
Santu Fe. A step (oward giving emwas burling me, and yet I was so Stale Corporation Commission.
ployes in New Mexico the same rights
fond of it, 1 could not give It up. At
recovery of
A declaration
of Intent Ion lo build in connection wlli the
last 1 got so bud that 1 made up my a branch
damages for personal Injuries as are
line
Lordsburg
from
to
the
of
use
mind I must either quit the
"85" mine was filed with Ihe Slate conferred on interstate employes by
coffee or die.
law, was taken in the
Corporation
Commission by (he hoard the federal
"Everything 1 ate distressed me, and
House when House Bill No. 106, by
or
or
New
the
directors
Arizona
and
I suffered
severely most of the time
Mr. Itynn, or Grant was passed by a
with palpitation of the heart. I fre- Mexico Railway Company.
vote or 40 to 1.
quently woke up In the night with the
I'uder a bill passed by the House
was almost gone-reeling thut
suits against railroads lor personal InWipe Out Mounted Police Bill.
heart seemed so smothered and weak juries resulting In death can be
law creating the
Santa Ft.
in its action. My breath grew short brought for any amount. Tho luw at
and the least exertion set me panting present limits the amount of any suit mounted police or Xew Mexico is
willed out by a bill passed by the Senslept but little and suffered
Iu such cases to $r,.uiiii.
ute by a vole of 16 to 3.
rheumatism.
A resolution
culling
for
the
Arizona
"Two years ago I stopped using the
Mex-iccoffee and begun to use Postum and initiative and referendum in New
Waltron's State Primary Bill.
was Introduced In the House by
from tho very first I began to improve,
Fe. Provisions for a slate
Thurp, Ihe Socialist member. It proSanta
1
Now
can
eat
a
miracle!
it worked
1, primary election luw are contained In
for
an
to
vides
amendment
Section
trouble.
digest
It
without
anything and
IV., of Ihe constitution.
a bill introduced In the Senate by Sensleep like a baby, and my heart beats Article
county.
ritrotig and regulurly. My breathing
Secretary Van Stone of the Cham- ator Walton of Grunt
bus become steudy and normal, and ber ot Commerce has been advised by
A Case of Suicide,
my rheumatism hns left me.
Ihe secretary or (he National Kdllorla
"I feel like another person, and It Association that (hut organization will
Gallup. A Japanese wus found
is all due lo quitting coffee and using visit Sanla V(- on June 26, 1915, en hanging by ihe neck from the limb ot
Postum, for I haven't used any medl-clii- route lo (he convention ut Los An- a cedar tree a short distance up the
and none would have done any geles.
side of the hill from Ileaton mine.
good as long as I kept drugging with
(ho
Legislature
New
Mexico
will
"ir
coffee." Name given by Postum Co.,
Urges Exposition Appropriation.
Muhmit (he question or prohibition to
Battle Creek, Mich Read "Tbo Road
Hie voters of New Mexico it will curry
Sanla Fe. The governor sent a
to Wellville," In pkga.
per cent ot the vote." So message to the Senate and House
by eighty-fivPostum comes In two forms:
approPostum must bo well declared Lieutenant Governor E. C. do urging an Inn Hate additional
Regular
oh delivered at Santa priation for tre maintenance of the
Huca In a s
packages.
15c
25
and
boiled.
nt a prohibition rally held In the New Mexico exhibit
at the San
Instant Postum Is a soluble pow- Fe
or Representatives and presided Diego exposition" and quoting the Presder. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly House
over by Miss Harriet
Henderson, ident of the board to tho effect that
in a cup of hot water and, with cream
president or rtie W.C.T.17.
unless further appropriation is mails
and sugar, makes a delicious beverage stiKe
Aloys Preisser, well known Sierra the exhibit will have to be closed.
Instantly. 30c and r0c tins.
The governor submits the last report
Both kinds are equally delicious, county mining man and former popular officeholder, has not been beard of the exposition board and urges that
and cost per cup about the samo.
from since early in December, when the mutter he carried through, since
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
it has been started.
sold by Grocers, be left for Old Mexico.
A
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Pianos pj;;;,' Victrolas
Mention catalog you are interested in and
we'll send it free, prepaid, with full information of our "EASY PAY PLAN."
We
prepay freight charges and m-I-I under a
"money hack" guarantee,
THE

MUSIC CO.,

O.nter.Colo.

Gentle Hint.
He Once for all, I demand to know
who Is master of this house?
8he You'll be happier If you don't
find out Philadelphia Ledger.
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All Boys and Girls
should write to Win. Wrlgley Jr. Co.,
1304 Kesner Uldg.. Chicago, III., for
beautiful "Mother Goose Jingle Hook"
ln colors sent free to all readers of
this paper. Adv.

Few sermons are as broad as they
are lonj,. Chicago News.

jus!
You won't like heavy
tobaccos after you once
try the plenty mild but
fully satisfying taste of
FATIMA Cigarettes.
They outsell other 15o
cigarettes by millions I
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THE CLOVIS NEWS
PREPARING FOR FALL GRAINS

WHAT $10 DID ,

VMH

FOR THIS

The Price She Paid for Lydia
Which Brought
Good Health.

r

v

ioent ten
dollars on your medicina and I reel to
I mum
!'!l!mi:.Jl.:U!!''!!''"'!!!J.'.
uewi
" "
t!::::!.'
did when the doctor
was treating me. I
don't gaffer any
bearing down palna
at all now and I sleep
welL I cannot say

in.

T

View) nnlv

?

enough for Lydia E.

Pinkham's

Vegeta-

ble Compound and
Liver Pills as they
have done so much
tar ma. I am enjoy
ing good health now and owe it all to
your remedies. 1 taxe pleasure in tiling my friends and neighbors about

Mattib Haley,
Street Danville, Va.

them."-M- ra.

601

No woman suffering from any form
of female troubles should lose hope until she has given Lydia E. Pinkbam'i
Vegetable Compound a fair trial.
This famous remedy, the medicinal
derived
Ingredients of which are has
for
from native roots and herbs,
forty years proved to be a most valuable tonic and invlgorator of the feWomen everywhere
male organism.
bear willing testimony to the wonderful
virtue of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

doubt
If you liavo the slightestVegetathat Lydia E. lMnkham'a
hrlp you,write

ble Compound will
to Lydia K.PinkliamMedlclneCo.
(confidential) Lynn, Mass., for advice. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman
and held In strict confidence.

The Army of
Constipation

I Growing Smaller Every Day.

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS are
they
responsible
not only give reliel
they perma- nentlycureCsa-ttiaatiaa- .

Mil

lions uie
them for
Riliauaaaa.

la.i.lia,

i

far

V
S.n.w Ski.

Sick Hatdatha,

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine

must beat

Signature

The most Important part hi soil
moisture conservation, the most Important factor In dry farming, and
the one which has been moot greatly
neglected by our western farmers, is
getting the rainwater into the ground
and aafely stored or conserved in the
subsoil, where It may be drawn upon
by the growing crop, writes A. M.
Ten Eyck in Denver Field and Farm.
The Arming and pulverizing of the
soil to restore capillarity and the cultivation to maintain the soli mulch
are each without avail unless there
has been stored In the deepi soil a
sufficient amount of moisture to support the growing crop In time of
drought The plan or producing a
mulch to conserve the molature In
the soil has been more or less successfully practiced for many years;
but In a very dry year this method
failed because there was no moisture
stored In the soil to be conserved by
cultivation.
The moisture should be stored at all
times during the season, but especially during the interval between harvest and planting. The plan should
be. In the beginning of the preparation of the seed bed, to put the soil
In the most favorable condition to receive the rain and carry it downward
Into the subsoil. This Is provided by
disking soon after harvest, or late In
the fall, or early In the spring. Deep
plowing a long time before planting,
leaving the soil mellow and rough, enlarges the water reservoir, and favors
the absorption of heavy rains. But
the best plun of storing moisture is to
lis, the soil In deep furrows and high
ridges soon after harvest, or In the
fall after the corn or kaflr corn Is
cut. If this work cannot be accomplished In the fall winter listing or
early spring listing Is desirable.
In preparing the land for winter
wheat one plan Is to Hat the ground
with the ordinary corn lister as soon
after harvest as possible. The lister
furrows are run about three and a half
feet apart, very much the same as
when planting corn. loiter when the
weed seeds have germinated the soil
la worked back into the listed furrows
by means of a harrow and dlak cultivator. Several cultivations are usually required with the spike tooth or
dink harrow in order to leave the field
and bring It Into good seed bed con
dition. Once over with the dink cul
tivator is sufficient to (111 the furrows,
the further work necessary to prepare the seed bed being given with
the common harrow.
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Remarkable Cue.
"Here's a remarkable ui'oount of a
man who returns homo ofler -- 0 years

and finds IiIh wta married hkuIii."
"Those cases are not no remsrk-alile.-

"

.

"The ri'inarkulili purt Is lluit the
narrator does not alludu to the returned husband as an Enoch Arden."
SHAVING

CUTICURA

Shaving for Sensitive

Is
8klns.

Trial Fre.

Prepare razor. Dip brush In hot
water and rub It on Cutlcura Soap held
In palm of hand. Then make lather
on fare and rub in for a moment
with Angers. Make second lathering
and shave. Hub bit of Cutlcura Ointment over shaven parts (and on soalp
If any dandruff or Itching) and wash
all off with Cutlcura Soap and hot
water, shampooing same tlmo. One
soap for allshaving, shampooing,
bathing and toilet. It's velvet for sensitive skins. No slimy mug. No germs.
No waste of time or money. Free
sample each If you wish. Address
postcard, "Cutlcura, Dept XT, Boston." Sold everywhere. Adv.
Oorman school children are taught
to swim by going through the motions
without entering the water.

FOR

can eat too much meat
Certainly, many people "dig their graves
row got cuuuK
witn tneir teem
exercise to JuMify a meat dint, for
acid, the kidneys
meat bring uric
.
.
of thai nainn. but
often a backache, or some other flight
symptom will show that the kidneys
remedy,
need help. The
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Whitewash

PAINT FOR

FARM

Msy Bs Used for Exterior

or Interior Surfaces
Weatherproof

Y.

Recipe for
Mixture.

Whitewash Is the cheapest of all
paints for farm purposes and may be
used either for exterior or interior surIt can be made by slaking
faces.
about ten pounds of quicklime in a
pall with two gallons of water, covering the pall with cloth or burlap, and
allowing It to slake for one hour.
Is then added to bring the whitewash to a consistency which may be
applied readily.
A waterproof whitewash
for exterior surfaces may be mad as follows:
(1) Slake 1 bushel of quicklime In 12
gallons of hot water; (2) dissolve 1
pounds of common salt and I pound of
sulphate of alno in 2 gallons of boiling
water; pour (2) Into (1), then add 2
gallons of skim milk and mix thoroughly. Whitewash Is sprnsd lightly
over the surface with a broad brush
r

Keep Calf Comfortable.
It the new calf shivers, Its pen is
n
not warm enough. Give It a good
and put It In a warmer ulace.
rub-dow-

Ull
No

iiifr BOILS
L.IIL.I

headache, biliousness, Strange Story of Elopement
bad taste or constipation
Father-in-LaTold in
sick

Divorce Suit.

box.
Get a
Are you keeping your bowels, liver,
and stomach clean, pure and fresh
with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
passageway every few days with
Salts, Cathartic Pills, Castor Oil or
Purgative Waters?
Stop having a bowel wash day. Let
Cascarets thoroughly cleanse and regulate the stomach, remove the sour
and fermenting food and foul gssea,
take the excess bile from the liver
and carry out of the system all the
constipated waste matter and poisons
In the bowels.
will make you
A Cascaret
They work
feel great by morning.
while you sleep never gripe, sicken
or cause any Inconvenience, and cost
only 10 cents a box from your store.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
have Headache, Biliousness, Coated
Tongue, Indigestion, Sour Stomach or
Constipation.
Adv.

self

One's good opinion of one's
should be maintained In silence.
A simple remedy ngiiin't

coughs and all

throat irritations arc IVnn'a Mentholated
Cough Dnipa 6c at all good Druggiita.
The Unreasonable 8ex.
Knlcker Does your wire make you
wear rubbers?
Outlate Oolng out; but she won't
let me wear sneaks coming in.

IF BACK HURTS CLEAN
KIDNEYS WITH SALTS
Drink Lots of Wster and 8top Eating
Meat for a While If the Bladder
Bothera You.
Meat forms uric add which excites
and overworks the kidneys in their
efforts to filter it from tho system.
Regular eaters of meat must flush the
kidneys occasionally. You must relieve them like you relieve your bowels; removing all the icids, waste and
poison, else you feel a dull misery In
the kidney region, sharp pains In the
back or sick headache, dizziness, your
stomach sours, tongue is coated and
when the weather is bad you have
The urine Is
rheumatic twinges.
cloudy, full of sediment; the channels
often get lrrituted, obliging you to gel
up two or three times during the

ARE FOUND BY MOTHER
Tries In Vain to Induce Her Husband
to Let Girl Bride Return to Hia
' Son Is Shock to the
Bridegroom.
How, on the verv night
tnarriase. his own father Stole

New Tork.
nf hla

from him his young bride, was told
on the witness stand in Justice cc
halan'a part of the supreme court,
where Franklin D. Wood, a hospital
years old, asked
Interne, twenty-thretor a divorce from his wife Leila.
The testimony shows that Wood
bad scarcely left the altar before he
noticed a change In the bride's
Instead of the laughing. Jocular girl he had taken for a wife, he
was confronted by a serious-facewoman, unresponsive to love and
caresses.
"To make a long story short, she
told me that she did not love me at
all, but that her affections were centered In an older man," said the Interne. "Who this man was she did
not say, but she Inferred that I ought
to know him. I didn't know In fact,
1 didn't even suspect."
Then Bride Vanished.
That evening the bride disappeared.
Wood could get no trace of her.
Henry Jackson Wood, father of the
interne, disappeared when the bride
vanished, but the son swore that be
suspected no connection between the
two events. That his wife could have
gone away with her father-in-laIf
was beyond his comprehension.
she wanted to leave with him, why
did she wait until after the ceremony
had been performed? She might Just
as well have gone before.
However, this Is Just what did happen, but the ract did not become
It
known until six months later
would still be a secret had not the
elder Wood written to the wife he had
deserted asking her to go to Chicago
and confer with him over a divorce.
"My husband wrote me he wanted
lb see me," testified Mrs. Wood, "and
1 went to him.
I w'ss Informed thut
he lived at No. 2228 Milwaukee ave-e

T7

To neutralize these Irritating acids
and flush off the body's urinous waste
get about four ounces of Jad Salts
from any pharmacy; take a
In a gloss of water before
breakfast for a few days and your kidneys will then act fine and bladder
disorders disappear. This famous salts
is made from the acid of grapes and
lemon juice, combined with llthla, and
has been used for generations to clean
and stimulute sluggish kidneys and
stop bladder Irritation. Jad Salts is
inexpensive; harmless and makes a
delightful
effervescent
drink which millions of men and
women tuke now and then, thus avoiding serious kidney and bladder diseases. Adv.
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Not a Bad Plan.

ou doing to allay the
Kurope?" asked the
philanthropist.
"Nothing," answered the uiiohtru
slve citizen.
"What!" excliiimed the other, indignantly. "Have you no heart?"
"Yes. have a heart, but my means
are limited and I'm trying to allay suffering ut home by paying my debts."
In

Eloped With Son's Wife.

'

hair becomes light, wavy, ftuf-ty-,
abundant and appeurs as soft, lustrous and beautiful as a young girl's
after a "Danderine hair cleanse." Just
try this moisten a cloth with a little
Danderine and carefully draw it
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. This will cleanse
the hnlr of dust, dirt and excessive oil
and in Just a few moments you have
doubled the beauty of your hair.
IlesideB beautifying the hair at once,
Danderine dissolves every particle of
dandruff; cleanses, purifies and Invigorates the scalp, forever stopping itching and falling hair.
nut what will please you most will
be after a few weeks' use when you
will actually see new hair fino and
downy at first yes but really new
hair growing all over the scalp. If
you care for pretty, soft hair and lots
of it, surely get a 25 cent bottle of
Knowlton's Danderine from any store
and Just try it Adv.

i..;r

Feminine Charity.
The Man- -1 understand that Miss
Angular comes of a very old family.
The .Mn ill - Well, she certaluly look

It

London. After having completed the
destruction of the forts at the entrance of the Dardanelles, the allied
fleet ot British and French warships,
tbe greatest ever In action, attacked
tbe inner forts which heretofore have
stood between Turkey and invasion by
tbe sea.
"There fa a panic in Constuntinoplo
and many Inhabitants ure leaving,"
lays the Athens correspondent of the
Dispatch. "Internal trouble is Imminent. Tbe Cabinet hus decided to
transfer the seat of government to
Broussa, Asia Minor."
Saturday forty vessels udvanced as
far as Fort Orkhanicb and swept the
Turkish encampments. Tbey then bombarded In Tepeh.which they destroyed.

achs regulated.
It belongs In your
home should always be kept handy
in caae of tick, sour, upset stomach
during the day or at night It's the
Quickest, surest and most harmless
stomach doctor In tha world. Adv.
Only Fair.
"Do I understand you to say," asked
the Judge, "that bis remarks were acrimonious?"
"No, Judge, your honor, I didn't say
that. I said he Just swore at me. I
to claim that he dona
ain't
what he didn't do." St. James Oa.
sette.
OVERWORK

and KIDNEY TROUBLE

James McDanlel, Oakley, Ky..
"I overworked and strained
myself, which brought on Kidney and
Mr.

writes:

Washington. A blockade of unprecedented churactor liable to Involve
many complicated questions of International law, was considered here by
officials to be the likely Import ot
Great Britain's reported notification
to neutrals of ber Intention to bold up
all shipping to and from Germany and
Austria.
The Washington government, it was
pointed out. will wait upon full Information Bhowhio; the blockade Is effective and conforms to international usage, before the United States will recognize it as binding on American shipping.

Bladder Disease.

St

My symptoms wore

Backache and burning
In the stem of the Bladder, which was sore
and had a constant
hurting all the time
broken sleep, tired feel-

ing, nervousness, puffed and swollen eyes,
shortness of breath and
J. McDanlel. Rheumatic pains. I suffered ten months. I was treated by a
physician, but found no relief until 1
started to use Dodd's Kidney Pills, I
now feel that I am permanently cured
by the use of Dodd's Kidney Pills."
London. Great Britain, France ami
Csdd's Kidney Pills, 60c. per box at
their allies have advised neutrul coun- your dealer or Dodd's Medicine Co.,
libBuffalo, N. Y. Write for Household
tries that tliey hold themselves at
erty to slop all thippiiiK to and from Hints, also music of National Anthem
Germany and llie countries of her al- (English and German words) and recipes for dainty dishes. All 3 sent
lies.
Public announcement of the text of free. Adv.
the (leiinnition will set forth that this
decision Is necessary because of GerCircumstances Alter Cases.
man siilimuiiiK' aitui lis hut that Great
Lawyer The evidence against yon.
Yo'J
Britain and France will respect tho Is too strong, too cumulative.
lives of crews and passengers In an.v have no chance of acquittal.
I'm
steps they may tuke. The declaration
Client But I'm not Innocent;
is not a reply to tha American repre- guilty.
Lawyer Ah, that's different. Knowsentation looking to cessation of German sul nine activity and tho ad- ing that, I'll be able to get you free.
mission of food to Germany for civilians, and will not affect cargoes
Important to Mother
Examine carefully every bottle ot
shipped before the date of tills advice
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy foi
to neutrals.
and children, and see that it
No special articles of commerce will Infants
be mentioned in the Britiuh French
Cotton und foodstuffs, Signature of
declaration.
for example, will not be specified, hut In Use For Over 30 Years.
tlie terms will be general. The sll tui- Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
tion created will he entirely Justified,
according to the EiiKlltih view, because
The widow of a henpecked man can
unprecedented net ion In look as sad as any.
of Germany
reattempting n siilnniiriiie blockade,
gardless of danger to crews mid
of ships.
.Shipping in the Bultlc will not be
nffected except as Great Britain and
her allies prevent supplies from entering Norwny, Sweden and Denmark for
Sloan's Liniment will save
to Germany.
hours of suffering. For bruise
or spraifi it gives instant relief.
It arrests inflummntionand thus
JURY FREES SEVEN MINERS.
prevents more serious troubles
developing. No need to rub it
La Veta Men Acquitted of Killing
in it acts at once, instantly
Chauffeur Indicted Anew for
relieving the pain, however
R. E. Adams' Death.
severe it may lie.
Klghteen minutes
Pueblo, Colo.
Hara'a Proof
given
had
been
from the time the ruse
CWW JoAiMon, P. O. Box IOS. dw
Station.
lon'f
N. F.. wn'lcj.- - "I anraiofd
to It, a Jury in the District Court here
try ankla and dialnralail my Irlt hip by
acquitted
seven Lu Veta miners
(allinioutof a third atory window aii
roootha aao. I Wttnt od orutehea tor four
charged with the murder of Luke
month, than I alartml to uaa aome of
Terry, a chauffeur.
It is Bald to bn
your Liniment, according to your direction, and 1 man any that it la halpinf
the quickest verdict ever returned In
1 thrrw my eruicnr
ma woodrrfuUy.
a case of equal Importance In Colo
Only uaad two hnttlM afl vour
nwav.
Liniment and no 7 I am walkinc quila
rado.
wall with on can. I never will be with
Four men were slain in the buttle
out cuoaa unimaai."
up
to the trial, but the trial
thut led
AO Daalan, 2 So.
was for the death of Terry alone.
Send four cents la stamps for a
Tile trial, including the selection of
TRIAL BOTTLE
the Jury, hud lasted eight weeks to a
day. Six weeks were occupied In pickDr. Earl S. Sloan, Inc.
ing the Jury.
Dept. B.
Philadelphia, Pa.
The defendants were Marcus Martin-ollchPete filch, Charles. Kd and Dan
Hlchiirds, Frank Kroupii and ('hurley
Sheppnrtl. All live at Iji Veta.
I'pon their return to their homes
they will be nrrestetl immediately on
Indictments returned recently by the
Huerfano grand Jury and charging
them with slaying R. G. Adams, another member of the automobile party.

nue and went to the address immediately I arrived In the city, but I
didn't let Mr Wood know I had arrived
The servant let me into the
house and I walked to the bedroom.
As I opened the door my husband
sprang out ot bed, and at the same
time l.elia ray son's wife, ran to the
window.
Refused to Part.
Mrs Wood said that her daughter-in-law
was shrieking, and she
what It all meunt. Thereupon
her huBband toM her that he loved
The wife sat
his daughter-in-law- .
down and talked matters over with
hi in
She argued that he should let
the gin go back to his son. but he
would not have It. Thereupon the
vounget Mrs Wood put her arms
about Wood and said she would not
be separated from him.
Shortly after this episode Wood
and bis sou's wife left Chicago and
went to St l.ouls, where they are now
living
The evidence went to show that
us soon as the son beean courting the
girl the father became interested In
het and she in him. hut the curious
twist in misplaced affections was
kept from voting Wood t'p to
Indians on Way to Aid Polk.
the moment of the admissions made
Bluff, lUah. Reinforcements In the
by his orlde he believed ie possessed
her heart and tbe shock to bim was shape of ten Navajo police, besides six
sharpshooters' rifles and l.ono rounds
great
of ammunition for them, were jrdered
by Culled States Marshal Nebeker, In
Frames Own Arrest.
com mn nd
the posse here. The rifles
New York Threatened with death and also four sets of powerful biby the black hand. Andrew Postigll-one- . noculars will be sent from Fort Doug"framed up" his own arrest. An- las, I'lnh, and the Indian police will
drew said he wanted to go to tail to come from Shlprork. N. M. The capsave hia life He displayed a pistol ture of fifteen Indians on their way to
and promptly was arrested under the Join the Piute camp In Butler canon
law
has bei n reported to Marshal Nebeker.
1

Make It Thick, Glossy, Wavy, Luxuriant and Remove Dandruff Real
Surprise for You.

fifty-cen-

Stiff Muscles

1

BEAUTIFY YOUR HAIR

"RAniiv does" nut bad stomachs In
order "really does" overcome Indiges
tion, dyspepsia, gas, beartourn ana
Ave minutes that Just
ALLIES TO STOP SHIPS annrnnaa In Pape'a
Diapepsin the lar
that makes
gest selling stomach regulator in me
world. If what you eat ferments Into
CLAIM RIGHT TO 8EIZE VESSELS stubborn lumps, you belch gas and
eructate sour, undigested food and
CARRYING 8UPPLIES TO THE
acid; head Is dizzy and aches; breath
PORTS OF FOES.
foul; tongue coated; your Insldes filled
with bile and Indlgestioie wasie, remember
the moment "Pape'a DiapepWaattrn Newapapar Union Ntwi B.rvlca.
sin" rnmea In contact with the stomach
Washington, March 1. A resolution all such distress vanishes. It's truly
demanding that Knglnnd discontinue astonishing
almost marvelous, ana
within sixty days practices inimical the Joy is Its harmlessness.
to tbe peaco and safety of tbe United
t
case of Pape'a DiaA large
States, was Introduced In tbe House pepsin will give you a hundred dollars'
by Representative Dlotrick ot Massa- worth of satisfaction.
chusetts.
Ifa worth its weight In cold to men
and women who can't get their stom

Sprains,Bruises

'

GIRLS! GIRLS! TRY IT,

iS

Tape's Diapepsin" cures sick,
sour stomachs In five minutes
Time Itl

tfbffi&Z&U

"What are

niifferiiiK

INDIGESTION,

8ULTAN AND CABINET PREPARE
TO FLEE AS ALLIED SHIPS
BATTER DOWN FORTS.

of

w

by morning.

ENDS DYSPEPSIA,

ON TURK CAPITAL

DDI

I1

right.

The inoiHture content la the greatest
of the factors determining the depth
at which to plant corn, according to
Cecil Salmon of the crops department
Kansas State Agricultural colof
lege. The wunntli of the ground and
the type of soil upon which the planting is done also help determine the
depth at which the com should be
planted. This depth may vury from one
to four inches
As a rule, corn planted early In the
season should not be covered so deeply
as that planted later. There are two
rftaaons for this, nays Mr. Salmon
One reason Is that the surface of the
soil does not dry out so quickly early
in the season, and therefore it Is not
necessary to plant deeply In order to
get the corn in iiioIhI earth; the other
is that early In the season the soil Is
not warm to a great depth, and of
course It is not wise to plant down In
cold soil
Corn should bo planted more deeply
In a Unlit, loose soil than in a snll that
Is heavy and compact. The reason for
this Is that the light soil will dry out
faster and warm up more readily than
the heavy soils.
In regions where listing Is the general practice, the same rule applies,
and the furrows should not be made ho
deep early in the season as may ba
done later.
That the temperature is lower In
the deep than in the shallow furrows
has been proved at the Kansas State
Agricultural college, Mr. Salmon Buys,
by thermometer
readings taken in
listed furrows of different depths.
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PLANTING

Moisture Content Is One of Greatest
Fsctors in Solving Problem-Li- ght
8oil Dries Fast.

CHEAPEST

Uric Acid in Your Food

n

FLEET ADVANCES

STOLE SON'S WIFE

"CASCARETS" ACT

Getting Moisture Into Soli and Safely
Stored Is Something Often Neglected on Dry Farms.
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COURT'S ADMONITION
TO HERSCHEL TAYLOR

The Clovis NEWS' Biggest Offer !
If you will pay for one year's subscription to The Clovis News at once

In sentencing Herschel Taylor

to be trifling and no account to
at the recent term of court, himself and associates, he can do
so ; if, on the other hand, he
Judge McClure said:
.
"The Court has tried you for wants to be an honest man, an
upright
man,
highest
wants
to
have
h
e
crime
t
the
murder,
known to the law, and the jury respect of his friends and the
he can do so. Now,
has found you innocent of the people,
Cut out and mail with your remittance
Your Check or P. 0. Money Order will do, or you may bring your order to our office
deed, ytt they recommend to the these people you associate with
next time you come to town.
Court that he admonish you to have no respect for you; you get
chance our way of life and live in their way and they would put
you out just like a worthless cur.
-- uprightly, which was an inconJHEGENIIBONMN
sistent recommendation if you Now, here is the matter of your
SB WWC MMHt.MNTMOr
the first thing a
The lawt where
were innocent,
j JULY
the jury has found the defend-ar.- man must have is
ar
not guilty, imposes no duty after he loses that, it is the hison the jury to make, any recom- tory of the world, he is down
and out.
mendations to the Court.
Now, the Court hopes that in
Now, the Court has only been
able to see a small portion of the sentence he will impose up
your conduct as a young man; on you, you will think over these
It is not difficult for a
and he desires to say that there matters.
is not a redeeming feature in young man in good health to
what he has seen in your life make an honest living, have his
JUL V
no 113
and have the
and corduct as far as revealed own
of
to the Court at this term. You good-wiand
have ro occupation, except simp- other people; and the Court has
prim
SEVERAL leading publishers of magazines have joined with us in one of the ereatest subscriDt
ly lying around houses of prosti- no hesitancy in saying, infact,
) gain otters ever put out in this country. Through this combination everybody will be able to net a
I
!
Jyou get any
tution, tutting yourself in the uoes
notl Deneve
iv
uioBiuuics in com Dinar, ion wun our weekly paper at practically the price
of our paper alone, q In this list you will find forty different periodicals formed into thirty-fiv- e
way of all kinds of temptation, pleasure in having the respect of
different
3 iPfgaz,ne8
one Special Club which has four magazines; some of these magaand associating yourself with the gang you have been associ
much
as
as
zines
a year. They are all good and cover a large variety of choice reading
persons who are inclined and ated with; you know they will
deluding History, Music, Religion, Education, Fashions, Fancy Needlework, Illustrated Current matter,
Events
double-crosT
..
s
.
you; they have not
disposed at all times to put
o
Home IJMYirotinn.
ltnliM Mu.a
Live
Stock, Vegetables, Fruit and Poultry,
any regard for your rights; the
temptation in your way.
On account of lb. splendid contract wa baft
with tha publisher of that magaeinct, wa ara abl to give oar
only thing they think of or con
,
., i
.
. mad.
radar a
J .1..
rhnlr.
"Now, the situation is this:
ora than th. prica of our papar alone.
J
PV
to
hi
oflei
to
f
mad.
is
sider
how
they
do
can
this
or
,0
is
you
largely
of
thto
before
life
advantage
oRer.
''
your
W,,M'1 7on
If you
to
rubcribr
I!!' ""l0'
9 ""g'ne
1.00K oyer th. list and aelact
r.
Uka hast. RnH
Ton
7Zt.Jl.Li
'
and there is no hindrance so that and cover it up and not get
fd" to our rapraanuitWa or call at our offica when in town. If too
I.! IZZ . ,t4l .
,
P
Ju
will hava your aurcrlpUon
d
r "I" .
, bn50
far as the world itself and the in the hands of the law. While,
"a.W"i
"HT
....nded. if
- rww
r
ju, hitih you 10 pay op ana
you ara la
'
imiv auvanug. oi inia Dk. gain.
through
people are concerned why you on the other hand, the respect
0Xhn
we
you
to
compar.
juatlr
JZTlZJZ?' v.'!1"?our club, and price, with that of any
"k
no ara now - elnn!. m mom - 01 me, periodical., rou can aave money by .ending
good
of
people
something;
means
your
rmnm)m ryrAr
wiivn
cannot make an honest living,
Her.ta - chanc to get your home
paper and yearly tupply of good reading at a real bargal
If you want
on or more of
tnagaiine ent to different addresses, ju.t mention it.
The Ccurt is going to give you if misfortune overtakes you, you
TEU. ALL YOUR FRIENDS AMD NEICHBOWS ABOUT THIS BIG OFFER
time to think over your past life, have good people to take care of
CI.rB
No.
Cl.l'B No. lO
i
CM' II No. 1"
CI. VII No. 36
MrCalt'a (with free patters
and is toirg to indulge in the you; that is the history of the
Today', (with frtt patttrn)
Today'. Iwnh frtt patttrn)
Faneywork Magailnt
Farm Life
Woman'. World
Gtntltwoman
Oentlewomun
tvaryday Lift
here list ycu will change your world.
Homt Life
Homt Lilt
Today's (with frtt patttrn)
a
Cl.l'B
CLl'BNo. 11
As I said, the Court hopes and
ways.'.
Cl.l'B No. It
Cl.l'B No. 87
Woman'. World N.
Good dtorit.
Farming;
Succtatful
Kanaa.Clty Wttkly Star
P oplta Popular Month)?
Farm Lilt
Homt Lift
you
trusts
will
consider
the
Lite
Farm
mat
Cantlawoinao
everyday Lift
tor seme reason, seme cause
Everyday Lift
Everyday Lilt
CI I B Na, S
Cl.l'B No. 13
CI.I'II No. 30
or other, you drifted into Texico, ter, change your ways, pull
Cl.l'B No. 38
Ht arth and Horn.
Orttn't Fruit Orawer:
Farmtr'a
Wlft
Oentlewoman
Farm Llf
Bvtryday Life
Homt Lift
Woman',
World
and by so doing, drifted into the yourself together, and be big
Houathold Maaatln.
Farm Life
Kv.ryday Lift
Homt Lift
CI I B No. 4
No. IS
CI.rB
CLI
B
No.
31
wore possible conditions and enough, and strong enough, and
No. as
Cl.l'B
Today', (with frtt pattern)
American Woman
Happy Hours.
Kanaa.Clty WttMy8taf
Farm Life
Pralrlt Farmtr
Farm Life
surroundings that exist in the have sufficient will power to
GREENS
Kveryday
Llf.
Houathold Outat
Houathold Macatlnt
Otntltwoman
Horn. Life
change your ways and make a
Cl.l'B Mm. B
Fifth District of the State
Fruit Grower
CI. IB No.SO
SPECIAL CLOU Sam Price
Today', (with fret pattern)
Others
Southern RuraJlal
Farm Lift
Wommn'a Wort
Poultry rem
Ntv Mexico this town Texico man of yourself; and he is going
Homt
Lilt
Houathold
Maa.fin.
Homo Llf
rmrm Ulo
Otntltwoman
the surroundiugs and conditions to giv.e you a chance to do it.
Cl.l'B Ns. e
Cl.l'B No. St
No. 14
Today, (with free patttrn)
CIVn
No.
Cl.l'B
33
Parmtr'attkJy. Ll.patchlSt. Paul
Ptoplt'a Popular Monthly
It is now considered and ad
Farm, Stock and Home
Bvtryday Llf.
the are simply an
Home
Life
Farm
Progrraa
Woman',
World
Otntltwoman
Woman', World
farm Lite
Home Life
Curry County.
A large per cent judged by the Court, and it is
CI.rB No. T
Cl.l'B No. 33
B No, 15
CLI
Faneywork Magailn.
No.
CLI'B
33
the
judgment
Rural Weekly (St Paul)
and sentence of
Poultry Item
of the money that Curry County
Vegetable Growtr
Kvtryday Lift
Today',
tter.tlewoninn
(with
patttrn)
Today'a
(with
frtt
Woman'. World
fret patttrn)
Bvtryday Lift
Farm Lilt
Bvtryday Life
exttrds for criminal prosecu the Court, that you be imprison
Cl.l'B No. 8
No. I
CI.I'II No. 33
CLl'B
and Flretlde
Farm
CI.I'II
No.
34
ed
in
of
jail
cemmon
Curry
the
spent
upen
crimes that
Boy,' Mafaine
tiers
American Home
Woman', World
Woman'e World
HomeLlft
Farm Lift
" oman'a World
Horn, Lift
grew cut of this
of crime County, New Mexico, for a term
Gtntltwoman
Orntltwoman
Today'a (with free patttrn)
Cl.l'B No. 0
No. it
Farm and Homt
CI.I'II Na. .14
Cl.l'B No. 35
cvtr here at Texico. two mur of six months; and it is further
Klmball'aci.n
Dairy Farmtr
McCall', (with free pattern)
Woman', Homt Weekly
Woman', World
Homt Lift
Fvervduy Life
VYomnn'a H orld
Houath Id Outat
ders ccn mitted there; at least, ordered that you pay the costs of
Gentlewoman
Homt Life
Houuhtild Gueet
two killings; and, the Court has this prosecution; and it is further
said heietofore, one of them was ordered that a commitment issue
Vijjlj
'
E
a rr.urcer, as shown by the testi for the purpose of carrying this
BOYS MAGAZINE
sentence into effect,
mony.
nQHSEHOLD
jmow, as to wo. Z57, it is a
Now, the Court at this time
Y,
means to impose a sentence with charge of violating the anti- honest judgment. If you have gambling laws of the State of
The court will
any feelings, or regret, or senti New Mexico.
ment. or penitence over the past suspend your sentence in this
life that you have lived and your case and provide in bis order
conduct in Texico; and if you that it shall begin at the expira
have any human feelings touch tion of your term in No. 256.
arnuiuoniDaooo
ing the fact that you have will
The Court heard your testi
fully taken the life of a human mony in this other case, and you
being, -s- omething you can never have by your testimony in that
return, something you had no case shown yourself guilty of
right to take, something there the charge in this case. Now, District Attorney theirs, and the Curry County; and on further
Because of a strong western
With the best season in the
was ro txcuse for taking, now, the Court in this case will sus jurors of this bounty will dis- condition that after that time, market, the local grain buyers ground ever known at this time
n ycu rave any sentiment, any pend the sentence which he im- charge their duty, the Court will unles you stay out of Curry were paying $1.00 per hundred of the year and with the Santa
desirts. any feelings, have any poses in this case, and suspend clean up Texico, and make it a County, this commitment will be pounds for Maize, Kaffir and Fe company working full force
diticskk n to reform yourseif it on the condition that within good place for good citizens and put in force if after that time Feterita in bulk the first of the and expecting to do a rushing
and make a man out of yourself, twenty-fou- r
hours after you are respectable men to live in. He you are found in Curry County, week when markets east of here business this year with the exwhich yiu can.
ischarged under the first sent has imposed this condition so unless it appears to the Court were only able to pay 95 cents. position traffic over two transI I td e it from ycur appearance ence, that you leave the County that you will not go back to your that you have taken the advice Under the new rate effective to- continental lin?s which center at
old place, take up your former of the Court to reform yourself day, Clovis will be the best grain Clovis, this city and country are
and fi( m advice the Court has, of Curry and stay out of it.
destined to enjoy nn era of unand have become a good and law- ycur surroundings have not been
market in the state.
The Court imposes this sent habits of life and throw in with
precedented prosperity.
ful
citizen,
you
then
may
come
associdegenerate
your
former
calculated to make a useful man, ence for this fact: he believes
back to Curry County and the
but it ill only furnish you the
will be for your benefit and ates.
It is now considered and ad Court and all good citizens I bemore satisfaction if you are able advantage. While it is the in- and tig enough to outgrow your tention and purpose of the Court judged by the Court, and it is lieve will welcome you.
the judgment and sentence of
conditions and make a man of to remove the stain snd
Reported by
yourself, -t- he satisfaction of be- of crime and iniquity that has the Court that you be confined
Mrs. Marie Baldy,
ing a rran will be much more existed, as shown to the Court in the common jail of Curry Public Stenographer, Roswell,
EAST BOUND
sweet and pleasant than if your at this term, without the County County, New Mexico, for a New Mexico, At Clovis. New
No. 22
(Chicago
Flyer)
Arrive 7:10 A. M.
conditicr s had been otherwise in
Curry; in other words, the period of ninety days, said term Mexico, February, 23, 1915.
vp 7:45 A. M.
I
begin
your
to
when
im
your youth.
term
of
Ccurt intends to clear, up Texico
No. 114 (Kansas City Express)
prisonment expires as imposed
lave 3:10 l M.
Now, in those two cases the
nd make it at learnt
WEST BOUND
i
Ccurt n i ns to give you an cp-- respectable, provioitd. he can on you :n cause Xo. 256: and it
No. 21
(The Missionary)
Arrivp 7:35 A. M.
tcrtur.it first to thir.k this mat- get the assistance of the jurors. is further ordered by the Court
pay
the
that
this
of
costs
jou
ter ever, first tc sit down and the officers of the County, and
8:00 A. M.
No. 117 (From Kansas City)
action; it is further ordered that
Arrivo 1:10 A. M.
dttermire fir yourself, and no that cf the District Attorney,
"GRAVERJ-PRirTE!(i5
NORTH BOUND
other crtature under God's and he has no fear of that mat- this sentence be suspended on
No. 938 (From Fecoa Valley)
Ueaer, can (ittermir.e this mat- ter. There are enough good condition that within twenty- Arrivo 6:30 A. M.
r
ter excttt yourself. God in His people in Curry County who do four
SOUTH
BOUND
you
hours
dis
are
after
wisd m l as created this world, not w ant that kind of a gang to
No. 937 (Pecos Valley Express)
Iave 8:10 A. M.
this human family, so that their make their roost over there and charged from your sentence in
VIA. LUBBOCK CIIT.ni.'io
im- No.
256,
cause
the
sentence
leu g, !.( s y and uprightness that kind of a
to exist,
..
CaiiII. t
No. 921 toyuw.
dept n. ujun themselves almost so that if the Court will dis- - posed for unlawfully carrying a
iroin cast;
Arrive 7:15 A. M.
No. 933 (Texas Daily) ...
entu y: m (act. if a man want charge his duty, the Sheriff and! deadly weapon, that you leave
lave 7:35 A. M.

you may take your choice of any club of magazines listed below. The price
of our paper including the magazines will be only $1.25.
What Club of Magazines do you want? Club Number

self-respec-

Life

Home

t:

self-respec-

d

self-respec-

t,

t,

Our aper and Any One of These Clubs

$1.25

self-respe-

ll

$1.25

"P

Jfi

Pu-ein- rt

A

.

inrtd.

"

Mr21!t
S.rfrL" '

1

.

?

.

'A

iJ

-r

i

.

11

...h-rih-

.

eye-sor- e

A

hot-be- d

'n7

iD Ml

Clovis Time Card

hot-be- d

half-wa-

v

mum

ilAFFNBR CD.

1

hot-be-

d

WW

t.--

PRING GOODS i

INEW
I

-

4

Ladies' Spring Suits
We have received our first
it
of the celebratrated SUNship-mer-

SHINE Garments and are allowthe newest and latest styles in
Spring Suits for Ladies. The leading colors for spring are Belgium
Blue, Sand, Putty and Green.
ing:

Men's Suits

Gossard Corsets

Our new line of Men's Spring
Suits are here in two and three
piece suits.
All wool Worsted suits in Brown
and Fancy Blue at

GOSSARD and AMERICAN LADY
Corsets are now on display and we
invite the ladies of Clovis to call
and see them. Gossard Front Lace

at

Priced

$2.00, $2.50, $3.00. $3.50, $5.

at

American Lady Corset, back lace
priced at

$15.00 to $25.00

$18.00 to $30.00

$1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2.00, $3.

Ladies' Skirts

Men's Hats

Ladies' Coats
of Ladies' Coats in the new shades

We are showing a complete line
Men's hats in the new shapes and
styles, coming in the NO NAME

and styles.

HAT

We are showing an excellent line

y

Corset priced at

$12.50.
Better Suits

Our new spring models in the

Priced at

3039

$5.00 to $20.00

KORRECT SKIRTS, made by
the S. Kosack Co. for Ladies, coming in Sand, Putty, Navy, Black
and Checks in the new spring
styles at

$3.50

VJ tor it tfj

Vfl

$3.00 to $10.00

5 Watch our show windows read our ads in the papers and keep up with the new things that receive
we
ii
as now every train brings something new for our store. We are always glad to show
I

daily;

you our new goods whether you want to buy or not.

Mail!

Order By

Send Us Your Mail

sssa

T3

Orders

We Pay Postage

!

We Pay Postage

J

--

Local and Personal

See the

Curren
Fire Insurance.

Agency for

J. M. Varner was in after
The Model Grocery expects to supplies from his farm Saturreceive a car load of oranges day.

next week.
Siegner. the Portales
stockman
real estate dealer and
'
was in the city on business
Tuesday.
Ran Mills is building up a big
transient business in the White
opposite the
Star restaurant
depot.
Roger Rollins, who resides
18 miles north of Fort Sumner
was in the city talking Sudan
seed Wednesday.
A. E.

in

"Uncle" Pete McDaniel was
from hit farm north of

Blacktower Saturday.

It's better to be safe than
satisfied. Texas State Bank of
Farwell. The Guaranty Fund
Bank.
J. R. Daughtry. of Roswell,
representative of the Missouri
State Life Insurance Company
was in the city on business
Monday,

'

'

We are glad so many of our
High grade gasolene and coal
subscribers
are taking advan
oil. Barry Hardware Co.
tage of our special clubbing
Mrs. Viola Johnson, of Fort offer. McCall's Magazine seems
Worth, nee Viola Woods, 'for- to be a favorite among the la
is visiting dies. ,
merly of Clovis,
her sister, Mrs. Harry Miller.
It's always policy to keep
The Texas State Bank, of your money where you can get
Farwell, is a Guaranty Fund accommodations, we are taking
Bank. What's better for fi care of our old customers and
farmer.
are in position to take on some
ones,
is
indebted
new
Texas State Bank
editor
News
The
to Mrs. Lottie Kirby for a sack of Farwell.
of nice California fruit. Many
Ode Cain and wife left Saturthanks.
day for Vernon, Texas where
they will visit relatives for a
Rev. G. W. Taylor of OklahoWeddays before proceeding
couple
city
in
City,
was
the
ma
nesday soliciting for the benefit to Sentinel Oklahoma where Mr.
of charitable institutions of Ok- Cain will take charge of a dry
goods store.
lahoma City.
I

;

front

of the

Wetmore, state for class purposes.
Let all
secretary for the young peoples the Methodist young people and
branch of the W. C. T. U. left others wno can do so attend
Tuesday for Santa Fe for a this class. Preaching at 11:00
meeting of the sta'e executive a. m. by the pastor. Subject,
committee.
"The Greatest Miracle of JeH. L. Ellison received a mes- sus"
Preaching at the evening sersage Tuesday announcing the
death of his father which occur- vice by the presiding elder,
red from, heart failure at Abe- - Rev.. S E. Allison, D. D. of
line, Texas Monday. Mr. Elli- Roswell.
A cordial invitation to all.
son was 6G years of age.
John Luikart, of Portales,
arrived Tuesday and will accept
a position with Luikart & Co's
Dry Goods Store- - He expects
to secure a residence about the
latter part of the month and
move his family here.
Mrs. E. R. Rice recently closed a deal for the purchase of
the two story brick building
adjoining the Lyceum theatre
for a consideration of S3. 750.
This is a desirable property
and was purchased at a bargain. The building is occupied
by a vehicle store.

For Sale.
4 miles of galvanized, 2 wire
2
fence and post for for sale.
miles N. W. of Blacktower.
Price $125. Inquire of A. W.
2tp
Hockenhull.

J. H. Messer.
Blanks.

:

:

kM0 over es v

Mrs. Edwards and daughter, First Methodist Church.
W. O. W. and Circle
Miss Marjorie, of Fort Sumner,
Sunday
Entertain.
School continues
Our
mother and sister of K. W. to grow. We
have a fine young
Members of the W. O. W and
Edwards were in the city people's class,
who use the ladies of the Woodman Circle
Tuesday en route to Roswell.
parsonage
room
Mrs. Eugene

!

entertained at Elk's Hall which
was beautifuliv decorated in
red and white, last Thursday
evening. The ladies of the Circle invited a number of friends
but the W. O. W's were limited
to their members.
Mias Ata Appleman delighted her hearers with a beautiful
solo after which an interesting
and inspiring talk was made
by Mrs. Julia A. Sharp, of
El Paso, State Manager of the
Woodman Circle.
Miss Anna Curren responded
with a piano solo.
Refreshments of coffee and
cake were served after which
dancing was the program until midnight. Music was furnished by E. Ramme.

Furniture Sale Contracts,
proper form Lease Blanks, Chattel Mortgages, Mortgage Deeds,
Bills of Sale, Power of Attorney,
Warranty Deeds, Notes and all
A wreck on the Santa Fe near
kinds of legal blanks for sale at
Wichita: Kansas, delayed, the
the News office.
for six hours Tues"Missionary

Mrs. Wilkie Carter and
son who were on the train were
Mrs. Carter
10 high grade and pure bred slightly injured.
injury
her back.
to
an
sustained
Herefard bulls ranging from 3
Cash
or
sale.
old
5
years
for
to
time. These bulls are in prime
Want to Buy:
breeding condition. Inquire of
Some cheap shacks fcnd 2nd
Clovis Creamery and Produce
hand wagon and harness.
second
miles
3
Co. or Will H. Pattison,
3t
tf Address, box 333.
of Clovis

DcaiaNa

Copyrights Ae.

Anyona aandttif a aktrteh and dfttrrlytlnn ma?
qnlrlilr a car tain our opinion fraa whether ao
invention la probably pat n tab a. (.utrmutilm
HANUoUOK
ttnnaatrloiiroMiDdaiuial.
ant frea. Olriaat ajranof fur ecuruif saiatiia.
Fatauta token Ihrnuah It una A l.'a. racatv
tptrial notice without eharf a, la tha

Scientific Jlctricatt.

handaomelf lllnatntnd waakty. IjinrMt ctr
filiation tif any aaenUdo Journal, Term a. 13 a
f'ur month, 1L (wUbyail nawa1elara.
A

Nev York

IMUNN & Co
Hrnni'h OIBc.

M?M. Wuhlnulun.

wmsi
For Partridge,
cock, Squirrel

Wood-

or Rabbit

44

GAUGE

SHOTGUN

N.. 101

IS A WONDER
1

inch barrel, weight 4 lbs.. tV.L 44 IV. CF tfhot and 44 "Cam

for 41
timer CinnJfca
List Prlca Only tS.OO
X
'

No

h her hort or nurt

a variety of condition.

of shot.

VlTl'tV

-

""

J fr
JV

kl

n

Send for dp'rutcd !"
crintKjn and Ol'NS AND
CUNNING '
haw
TCVCNt

-

J. STEVENS ARMS
& TOOL COMPANY
P.O. Sot IOOS
CHICOPCC FAILS. MAM.

THE GLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
"BETTER THAN THE LAW REQUIRES"
C

L1

.

day.

WE ARE DEPOSITORY FOR THE STATE, COUNTY and A. T. & S. F. R. R. CO.
WE WANT YOUR DEPOSITS"517

ALEX SHIPLEY, Pres, JNO. T. SHIPLEY, Vice Pres, J.

D. U

Shooting the

For Sale.

DIRECTORS:
NELSON, Cashier, W. O. OLDHAM, A. W. HOCKENHULL,

EARS'

CNCC

W. H. DUCKWORTH, L. H. SANDERS

The Clovis News
The News Printing Company
Publishers.
Entered at the post office at
Clovis, N. M. as second class
matter under the act of March
3. 187'J.
TEKMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

$1.00
60c

One Year
Six Months

eastern New Mexico
One
county has legislate rs in Santa
Fe who represent two sets of
T o the average
minorities.
solon they are valued at $0 and
$00.

Splendid Moisture.
All of eastern New Mexico is

We may be a little previous in
suggesting candidates to repre-

sent Curry County in the next
state legislature, but as the
present incumbents will in all
probability not have the opportunity to again cut their initials
in the solons mahogany, it might
not be inopportune to say that
Curry County would be ably
represented with a pair like W.
Harry
A. Gillenwater
Patton.

and

"Every time I see one of my
white faced yearlings," said
prominent cattleman, I imagine
I can see gold dollars sparkling
in their eyes. Cattle are com
manding and will continue to
bring a good price. This is the
finest stock country in the
world and no feed is now ever
shipped in for winter feeding.
To the contrary, hundreds of
cars of grain are now shipped
out.
One of the best evidences of
prosperity in Clovis, is the fact
that modern four or five room

houses are much in demand.
In fact, they are not to be had
as several are now waiting for
the completion of new houses in
the course of construction in
order to occupy the onea that
will be vacated. John Luikart,
of Portales, has been compelled'
to wait for over a month in order to rent a house of this kind.
Joe Nelson, farming near
Hereford, Texas purchased two
pounds of Sudan grass seed
last year and planted it in rows
just like maize, giving it propHe threshed
er cultivation.
the seed from his crop a few
days ago and found that he had
1,000 pounds of seed from his
original two pounds, and the
hay paid all expenses of cultivation and harvesting. He has
been offered $5(0 for his seed
crop.
'

Eastern
New Mexico has
been kept backward by the
eastern land speculators long
enough. Their knocks in the
past two years, when this country produced the best crops,
have only had a reactive effect
and now the homeseeker is
lending them a deaf ear.
It's now mighty hard for
them to sell $50.00 an acre
land on the Texas side of the
line, when the same kind or
even better can be bought on
the New Mexico side for $5.00
an acre. What's the difference?
We can tell you. The speculators and an imaginary line.

30

soaked drenched.
In
fact,
it's mired. It has been soused
and slushed, with rain and
snow for the past two weeks
LAWYER
until now there is the best sea
New Mixice.
son, in the memory of the old Clovis,
est inhabitants for this time of
year, The precipitation
has
been general throughout New
ATTORNKY-ATLAW
Mexico and
the Panhandle.
Clovis, N. M.
Farmers, stock farmers and cat
tlemen are in good spirits. Admitted to practice in all courts
Plenty of good early grass and
good crops are now assured for
next summer and the wheat
growers have already decided
Attorneys at Law
to plant hereafter with their
Office in Worley Bldg.
own tractor planters. The wet
Opposite Postoffle
weather has not been severe
Rooms 4 and 5.
on the livestock which have
all gone through the winter
Clovis,
New Mbxioo.
without much shelter and in
fine shape.

W. A. Gillenwater

two-thir-

FIRST

W. J. CURREN, Mgr.

of

owner's.
4

Clovis.
New Mexico

Over

S. A. JONES,

Government

Chapman

Depository

for
Postal

National Beak.
Phene K.

Savings

Nivflnuoo,

Oar eOcert will he leasee'
to adrite wit yon regard-la- g
any iaveetaeal saatters
aad Is exalala any soaking

Physician & Surgeon
Office Opposite Postofice

D.

aad custom vita
which yon are ufanUUar.
rales

L Cense!!, M. D.
a

First National

Bank
Your Bank

R. R. DUNCAN

DR. A.

L DILLON

D. D. Swear ingin

Osteopath

1--

2

Nuteer.
Dist. No. 1. Phone

S. C.

123.

Write for prices.

Fire Insurance. They are representing some of the largest
aad best companies.

JOHNSON,
WYATT
Manager.

1

m

,

Texas Cattle Raisers
Association
San Antonio, Texas, March

9,-1-

1915

1,

For the above occasion the Santa Fe will have on sale
March 7th and 8th tickets from Clovis to Saa Antonio. Tex.
and return at the very low rate of 122.15 for the rooad
trip. Return linait March 14th.

CONARTY, Agent

L R.

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...
CRANE

it

WILLIAMS, Prop.

1--

2

South Main

Hot and Cold Baths
Clovis, New Mexico.

St

LEE HAZELWOOD
DRAY AND TRANSFER LINE
The Oldest Established Transfer Line in Clovis

Seaater Robert Owen, of
Oklahoma will introduco in the
senate or the united states, a
resolutiaa for the submission of
and amendment to the constitution, providing that no war of
eonqueat shall ever be declared
except by the will of the peo
ple.

Still another measure will be
submitted to Congress which
is said to be socialistic in doc
trine, but its a good one and
that is that all federal employes
shall be elected by direct vote
of the people instead'bf securing those offices through some
sort of political skull duggery.
It took the people a long
time to see the wisdom of electing their Senators to the Unit
ed States Senate instead of
many buying their positions
from a set of grafting

We know of many who have
held federal offices in New
Mexico .which were responsible positions, who were no
more qualified to fill the posi
tion than a ten year old school
boy but they understood a few
contemptible
political
dirty
tricks and thereby landed the
job. Being successful in this,
they diverted their attention,
almost entirely to pleasure and
politics, studying who they
might undermine while their
clerks and other employes of
the office did the work'. The
time is approaching when the
common people will nave a
Phone 123.
voipe in these matters.

Walker's Market

The Roswell Nursery
Co. has 50000 home
grown trees in Fruit,
Shade and Avenue
trees.

the Curren Agency in
the Antler Hotel building for

112

L. A. Dickman,

....

Trees!

First Class Work.

Checkiag accounts are invited in any amounts aad
absolute safety is afforded
every dollar.

Trees!

at once!

LMaka Tfco

t

.

is in

See

FTl

Dr. J. R. Haney

Mr. Cofer, of Dalhart,
the city on business.

Trees!

The
Union Mortgage Co.

U. S.

t ft

nrimmrc

We want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short notice.

President

See us

's

Clerk.

31

S.J. BOYKIN, V. Pres.
A. W. SKARDA, Cash.

first

Clotu,

-

Money! Money!;

Office in Jackson Bldg.
Opposite Postoffice
Office Phone t31 Residence IS

E. M.

Land Business a Specialty.
?i for non resident
Notary Public in Office.

Conveyances of all kinds.

Physician and Surgeon

should have aaid two blocks
east of Main St on Hags r man
Physician A Snrgeea
Avenue. It is opposite Pry-orPlaining Mill, near the elty
mlxm noma
oraiGi
Power Plant
Office Phone 149, JUs Fhtne
The excavation work is about
complete and the material is on
ground.
The work of construction has
already begun.
DENTIST
Office Opposite P. O.
A revival was recently held in
Phone 89.
an eastern New Mexico town,
CLOVIS,
NEW MIX
when the evangelist suddenly
g
thelfol-lowinmade his congregation
proposition : All who pay
their honest debts, stand up.
Instantly everyone in the con
Physician
Surg een
gregation arose, except one dis
measly Special attention to diseases of
gusted,
overworked,
looking little fellow who frose the Cye, Ear, Nose and Threat
and Fitting Glasses.
tight to his seat The preaeher
Onf Man tlttmur
noticed this and said: "Why i
it my good man that all these
Niw Max
people pay their debts and you Cloti.
do not?" "Because they are all
my delinquent subscribers," he
responded "and if they paid up
of Mm tm of Dtm. Fmlw S
what they owe me, I would be
of lUnral
"Let us
able to pay mine."
will
Clovis
be
in
from the 10th
pray" said the parson.
to 20th of each month treating
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
Notice to Poll Tax Payers.
Poll tax for 1915, School Dis- and Throat and Fitting Glasses.
trict No. 1 Curry County, New
Mexico, is now due and collecDR. H. R. GIBSON
tion being made.
"All able bodied men over the
age of twenty one shall pay a
poll tax of one dollar in the Treats all diseases both acute
school district in which they and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women.
live." The law makes no limit
PATIENTI EXAMINED FUSE
to age over 21.
North Main Street
Every cent of poll tax collect- Office 103
Office Phone 883. Res. 390.
ed is placed to the credit of the
school district; to avoid pay- Clovw,
New Mexico.
ment would be an attempt to
defraud the children of this
district of their just dues.
m. d.
Persons who have recently
moved into the district or
Physician & Surgeon
whose names are not on list
Office opposite Antlers Hotel
posted in P. O, or who have
Office phone 63.
Res. 219.
not paid for previous year elsewhere, are liable for a poll tax ...I ALSO FIT GLASSES...
in this district.
Clovis,
New Max
Let all who are in interested
in the educational progress of
the district respond cheerfully
before April 1st, in order that
there may ' be no delinquent
for all kinds of
list in 1915.
Meats and Produce

Mrs.

Real Estate
Fire Insurance
Deeded Lands
Surety Bonds
Rentals

I

Dr. J. B.Westerfield

A Correction.
The News stated in last
week's Issue that the new
grain elevator would be located
two blocks west of Main street.
This was an error and we

The Curren Agency

BANK

ds

able to muster. One democratic
legislator from San Juan county
voted with the republican ma
jority. Mabry and Tharp of
Curry county voted against the
passage of the measure over the
Governor's veto.

THE
NATIONAL

Reese & Pardue

during three sessions of the
state legislature, only to meet
with failure or the Governor's
veto, the Fleming salary bill was
finally passed last Friday by
both houses over the Governor's
veto. This required a
vote which the majority was

30

3E

3EIEG

3G

(U. 8. COMMISSIONER)

T. J. Mabry

are now
More homeseekers
country
than for
comintr to this
heard
have
They
five years.
on
crops
raised
free Salary Bill Passed.
good
of the
government land, when those
After endeavoring to come to
on the $100.00 an acre land were an agreement on a satisfactory
salary bill for county officers
failures.
Just as we expected, Mr.
Tharp is voting, just like Mr.
Mabry on important legislation
Well,
in the state legislature.
Mabry always did have a few
apron strings draggirg around
St Vrain and there was always
something hanging to the end.

PROFESSIONAL

-

Down Town Phone 123

Residence Phone 321

PLOWING!

PLOWING!

Have 16 good teams and am now ready to do that plowing
while the ground is in shape for it. Will do any kind of
surface work, such as listing, grading, making surface
tanks, etc. Prices reasonable.
TOM REAGAN.

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

FIRST CLASS WORKMEN

HOT AND COLD BATHS

The Sanitary Barber Shop
Shorett & Petitfils, Props.
WE DO THE A. T. A

SANITARY

Q

-

-

-

a

P. HOSPITAL

WORK

ALL THAT THE NAME IMPLIES

V. STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone 14.

Night Phone

S&

DIRECTORY OF RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS CONCERNS
R.

L

TAYLOR

Ogg & Boss Cafe

H. BELL & CO:

Watches Cleaned

Ogg & Boat, Props.

On Top with Fine

for $1.00

Boot and Shoe Maker

The best the markets offer
on our tables.

Repairing Neatly Done.
Prices Reasonable-N- ext

at the counter
for the busy man.

Quick service

to Santa Fe Reading Room
j-

-

-

?

-- GIVE US A TRIAL

Tailoring.

Curren Agency

'

FOR

for Home and Table

.

Try us once Then always.

J. M. HOOK

W. H. Simpson

.

;

The Best of Staple and

Fine Repairing a Specialty

Opposite Harvey

.

-- SEE TH- E-

Fancy Groceries

WHY PAY MORE?

Specialists in Cleaning, Pressing
Repairing and Altering,
Inspect our "Misfit" Clothing
They will save you money,
Phone 191..

"ALWAYS ON TOP"

&

Phone

Morris.

56.

Deeded Lands,
Insurance,
Rentals, Real Estate, Etc.
(Successors to Downing Agency)
in Antlers Hotel Bldg.

.

,,

K7

Grocery

.,

,.,

YV &gf-

AS::

-

Measured to Fit
Tailored to Fit
and Fit to Wear.
I

I

'

-

COAL COAL COAL

i'hone 268

Smith

e

n i.li

1

Gurley

Pressing,

FURNITURE

i

bi

TAILORS-- -

Cleaning,

KEMP LUMBER CO.

&

.lit

a

Hmm

..Art.awl

B

-

Sold on Easy Payments

Magic City

Furniture

3

Repairing

Co,

iiiSfe.':..

BIG BARGAINS AT
"THEZDIQ STORE"

"You'll Be Pleased"

W. I. Luikart & Co.

V

""HBO!

-

fcLSiw

Do You Want a

J. B. BILLS
GROCERY
The Pure Food
Store
The Right Price
Store

Home?

f..S.

WE SELL

Lumber, Lime, Cement
All Building Material
Phone 23.

,

i

rv.ti

of the childen in your home. Let
us do the finishing you get results, and it is inexpensive.

ROBINSON

Houston- - Hart
Lumber Co.

"Tbt
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International Exposition
Splendors of the Panama-Pacifi- c
Forecasted In Marvels of Art and Architecture

ni

taken In Hay.
Tnl photograph
Exposition Co. U. & Crocker Co., official photographers.
DAY.
OPENING
ON
DETAIL
GREATEST AND MOST BRILLIANT OF WORLD'S EXPOSITIONS WILL BE COMPLETED TO LAST
UvnleourtlL
l"
Internntlnnnl Exposition. shnwlnc nine of the Kret exhibit palaces whl.h nre now within n per cent or ueing eompieie. '"
of the Ponama-PtcinWOKAMA of nbout
l the nioat beautiful
.
hl.rk
T lha r irhf. not ihown ID
i..
.ir
-- rower or
The acant space In the center will contnln the won.KTful ten acre Court of the Universe. .loml.n.t.sl by the
n.l Inspiring erer given an exposition.
.
n,.,l
uud I rIhm ot KlriP Aru.
avls.h.n
snd
trs.-kmilitary
r, Is the rono.slon area, named "El Cnn.lno" .The HIS1,W,.. while to the left, onul.le the picture, are f..reln and sf.te bulldlnum. Ilv, at.. ...rH..ii. n..

Copyright.

P

j

11114.
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International

Panoraa-Paclfl- o
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To Our Readers.

Railroad Locals
Since the new schedule on

th i

Santa l'V wtMb'und providca
for a ciinii'.-- hour i.i Vaughn the
local Harvey Ik use there has
been taxrd hcyond i is capecity,
sometimes having as many as
two hundred passeneri to feed.
It is planned to convert the large
jporticn of the present buildinp;
into an up to dale, well lighted
dinning room that will accom
date about forty diners. The
arches will be filled in with plate
glass and the steam and light
system extended, making one of
the prettiest and most comfort
on the system.
able
superintendent
Klassner,
J. A.
of bridges and buildings and J.
W. Walters, civil engineer for
this divisi n of the Santa Fe,
are in charge of the improvement,
J. T. Miller, claim adjuster, is
the proud lather of a baby girl.
Tom Cooper, brake;nan, is aho
the father of :i baby boy.
C. N. Cunningham and wife
were hero between trains Wed
nesday enroute from Carlsbad 0
Mr. Cunningham
Belen.
firing the mixed run between Carlsbad and Pecos but
was going to Belen to work as
engineer.
,
Fireman, M. D. Atkison and
wife are visiting in Artesia.
dining-room-

Every family in thi3 country

ro UI
i

TRAD

T7

is Increasing!
is

fTTHERE

s

a reason for the splendid trade which

we are now enjoying. Our customers have
learned that they always get the very best
that the market affords and at the right
,price when they buy. from us. We buy in car load
lots and our overhead expenses are less is the reason
we can afford to sell at such prices and thereby
give you the benefit. Quick sales and small profits
enables us to do the business.

magazines
and newspapers.
The total amount of mone paid
probap for those publications
bly amounts to several thousand
dollars annually. It is money
well spent, ofcourse, because
we must have something for the
family to read.
But if you can save about
seventy-fivper cent of this
money and still have all the papers and magazines you want,
it is worth considering' is it
not?
'
We have made arrangements
whereby we can save this community hundreds of dollars by
merely ordering their reading
matter through our office. Our
best offer is a choice of any
three magazines, arranged in
thirty-fiv- e
clubs in combination
with .our own paper for only a
$1.25 a year. ,
Yt;u will find this big offer
advertised on another page of
ihispapjr. Look up the advertisement and read all about
(his remarkable oiler.
Select
the club you like best, and
Send us your order right in-it, telephone it, or bring it
to us, and we will fix it up at
once so that you get your magae

mail

has-bee-

JUST A FEW REMINDERS

zines.

- $3.75
Best Flour, per hundred
10c
Tomatoes, No. 3 cans, per can 25c
Good Peaches, 3 pounds for
7
28c
New Swift's Premium Bacon, per pound
$1.75
Potatoes, 100 pounds for And other foods at corresponding low prices.
We are not afraid to quote you prices on staples
because we buy right and .can sell right.

New Rate Effective Today.
The new freight rate becomes
egective today when Clovis gets'
the Texas rate the same an at
Far well, plus the local difference of only three cents a hundred.
Grain buyers, who have been
handicapped heretofore on ac
count of the rate, can now compete with any buyers at Texico
Farwell and have a big advantage of any shipping points
west north and south. Tucum-car- i
will probably be the heaviest loser as a grain marketing
point as the rate is against
them.
The musical program which
was to have ben rendere d by
the New Mexico Conservatory
of Music at the Croft building
Monday niht has be?n postponed until Tuesday night on
account of the inclement weather. Prof. Croft is making
preparation to accommoJate a
large crowd.
Mrs. Rogers of Milford, Tex.
is the guest of her aunt, Mrs.
Mollie Wright.
Mrs. Rogers
is the wife of a prominent
physician who is now located
in Texas until peace is restored
ii Mexico when they will return
to their former home.
A hobo confineJ in the city
jail for drunkenness Saturday
Said bas-til- e
eight escaped.
though
had been
it
looks as
42
centimeter
a
with
struck
shell. Some of these days some
reckless prisoner will kick the
top off the jail and it will cost
the city three or four dollars to
repair the damage.

jarenojv subscribers to various

If there is anything in the
advertisement you do not 'Understand, drop into our office
sometime and let us explain all
about it It's the best clubbing
offer we have ever seen, and
we are anxious to have every
reader take advantage of it.
The Clovis News and any
Club of 3 magazines for a year
for rnly $1.25.

Curren Agency Co.
Sale-Qu- arter

Just

section good
deeded, 7 miles north of
improvements. Price $6
Sal- eGood quarter section
land near Grady. Price

You Watch This

Space Next Week!

I
i

is

A. B. Austin, Prop.

I

JJ

I i

deeded
$4 per

Acre.

Section, tight land, 20 miles
northwest of Clovis, Price $4000.
Trad- e100 acres in Ozarks, Ark. 120
acres cultivable, t.alance timber,
8 acres in bearing orchard, vin- vard etc., to trade for
or
section of Curry County land.
Inquire Ozarks.

For we are going to make everybody
take notice. We are going to spring
something startling that will please the
grocery buyer.

R
T
im
M

land,
Clovis,
per A.

1--

1--

2

land all fenced, well
and wind mill, barns, 3 room
house, 5 miles southeast of Clovis. $160 per annum.
Lease
Good level quarter section, 4
miles from City, all fenced, 3
of crop share or $50 per annum.

W
fn
M
If!

1--

Trad- e-

Telephone 29.

A

Second
horses to
er within
quire No.

hand Automobile and

trade for deeded quart
8 miles of Clovis, In
40,

CURREN AGENCY CO.

(
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illustrating the character of unneces
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NO "DEADHEADS"

ON

LIST OF EMPLOYES.

CALL UPON THE LAW MAKERS
0 PREVENT USELESS TAX
UPON AGRICULTURE.

By Peter Radford
Lecturer National Farmer' Union
The farmer la the paymaster of
industry and aa such be must meet
the nation's payroll. When lnduatiy
paya Its bill It must make a algbt
draft upon agriculture for the amount,
which the farmer Is compelled to
This check
benor without protest
drawn upon agriculture may travel to
and fro over the highways of commerce; may build cities; girdle the
globe with bands of steel; may search
bidden treasures In the earth or
traverse the skies, but In the end It
will rest upon the soil. No dollar
will remain suspended In midair; It Is
as certain to seek the earth's surface
as an apple that falls from a tree.
When a farmer buys a plow be pays
the man who mined the metal, the
woodman who felled the' tree, the
manufacturer who assembled the raw
material and shaped it luto an article of usefulness, the railroad that
transported It and the dealer who
old him the goods. He paya the
wages of labor and capital employed
In the transaction as well aa pays
for the tools, machinery, buildings,
etc, used In the construction of the
commodity and the same applies to
all articles of use and diet of himself and those engaged In the subsidiary lines of Industry.
There Is no payroll In civilization
that dues not rest upon the back
of the farmer. He must pay the bills
all of thera.
The total value of the nation's
annual agricultural products Is around
$12,000,000,000, and It Is safe to estimate that 95 cents on every dollar
goes to meeting tho expenses of subsidiary Industries.
The farmer does
aot work more than thirty minutes
per day for himself; the remaining
thirteen hours of the day's toil he
devotes to meeting the payroll of the
hired bands of agriculture, such as
th manufacturer, railroad, corumer-tand other servants.
.

The Farmer's

Payroll and How He
Meets It

The annual payroll of agriculture
12,000,0(10,000.
approximates
A portion of the amount Is shifted to foreign countries In exports, but tho
total payroll of Industries working for
tbe farmer divides substantially as
$1,252,000,000;
follows:
nailroudB.
manufacturers. $4,305,000,000; mining,
$200,000,000;
banks,
$655,000,000;
mercantile $3,500,000,000, and a heavy
miscellaneous payroll constitutea the
remainder.
It takes the corn crop, the most
valuable In agriculture, which sold
last year for 11,692,000,000, to pay off
the employes of the railroads; the
money derived from our annua, aalea
of livestock of approximately
tbe yearly cotton crop, valued
the wheat crop,
at $920,000,000;
which Is worth $810,000,000, and tho
oat crop, that la worth $440,000,000,
are required to meet the annual payThe
roll of the manufacturers.
money derived from the remaining
staple crops Is used In meeting the
payroll of the bankers, merchants,
etc. After these obligations are paid,
the farmer has only a few bunches of
vegetables, sonm fruit anil poultry
which he can sell and cull the proceeds his own.
When the farmer pays off his help
he has very little left and to meet
these tremendous payrolls ho has
boon forced to mortgage homes, work
women In the field and Increase the
We are, therehours of his labor.
fore, compelled to call upon all Industries dependent upon the farmers
for subsistence to retrench In their
expenditures and to cut off all unThis course is
necessary expenses.
absolutely nocessury In order to avoid
a reduction in wages, and wo want.
If posBlblo, to retain the present wage
scale paid railroad and all other industrial employes.
We will devote this article to a
discussion of unnecessary expenses
and whether required by law or permitted by the managements of the
We
concerns, Is wholly Immaterial.
wyit nil waste labor and extrnva-g.Wof whatever chnrocter. cut out.
We will mention tho full crew bill as
12,000.-000,00-

sary expenses to which we refer.
Union Opposes "Full Crew" Bill.
The Texas Farmers' Union registered Us opposition to this character
of legislation at the last annual meeting held in Fort Worth, Tex., August
4, 1914, by resolution, which wn quote,
aa follows:
"The matter of prime importance
to tha farmer of tbla state Is an ade
quate and efficient marketing system;
and we recognize that such a system
Is Impossible without adequate rail
road facilities, embracing the greatest
amount of service at the least possible cost We further recognize that
the farmers and producers In the end
pay approximately 95 per cent of the
expenses of operating the railroads,
and it Is therefore to the Interest of
the producer
that the expenses of
the common carriers be as small aa
is possible, consistent with good service and safety. We, therefore, call
upon our
courts and
juries to bear tha foregoing fact In
mind when dealing with the common
carriers of this state, and we do especially reaffirm the declarations
of
the last annual convention of our
State Union, opposing tbe passage of
the
bill before
legislature of Texas."
the thirty-thirTbe farmer of Missouri In the last
election, by an overwhelming majority, swept this law off the statute
book of that atate, and It should
come off of all statute books where
it appears and no legislature of this
nation should pass such a law or
similar legislation which requires unnecessary expenditure.
The same rule applies to all regulatory measures which Increase the
expenses of Industry without giving
corresponding benefits to the public
There
ofttlme a body of mon assembled at legislatures
and they
have a right to be there who. In
their seal for rendering their
a service, sometimes faror
an Increase in the expenses of Industry without due regard for the men
who bow their backs to the summer's
sun to meet the payroll, but these
committees, while making a record
for themselves, rub tbe skin of tbe
shoulders of the fanner by urging the
legislature to lay- - another burden
upon bis heavy load and under tbe
lash of "be It enacted" goad him on
to pull and surge at the traces of civilization, no matter bow ho may sweut,
foam and gall at the task. When
legislatures "cut a melon" for labor
they hand the farmer a lemon.
The farmers of the United States
are not financially able to carry "dead
Our own
heads" on their payrolls.
hired hands are not paid unless we
have something for them to do and
we are not willing to carry the hired
help of dependent Industries unless
there is work for them. We must
therefore insist upon the most rigid
economy.
'full-cre-

d

1

fellow-associate- s

Legislative

House-Cleanin- g

Needed.

While the war Is on and there la a
lull tn business, we want all legislative bodiea to take an inventory of
the stutute books and wipe off all
extravagant and useless laws. A good
Is needed and economies can be instituted here and there
that will patch the clothes of Indigent
children, rest tired mothers and lift
mortgages from despondent homes.
Unnecessary workmen taken off and
useless expenses chopped down all
along the line will add to the prosperity of the farmer and encourage
him In hia mighty effort to feed and
clothe the world.
If any of these industries have surplus employe we can use them on
We have no regular
the farm.
acbedule of wagea, but we pay good
farm banda on an average of $1.60
per day of thirteen hour when they
board themselves; work usually runs
about nine month of the year and tbe
three montha dead time, they can do
the chores for their board. It they
prefer to farm on their own account,
there are more than 14,000.000,000
acres of Idle land on the earth's surface awaiting the mnglo touch of the
plow. The compensation Is easily obtainable from Federal Agricultural
Department
statistics. Tho total
average annual sales of a farm In
the continental United States amounts
to $.",16.(10; the cost of operation is
$340.00; leaving the farmer $176 per
annum to live on and educate his
family.
There Is no occasion for the legislatures making a position for surplus
employes of Industry, tat them come
"back to tho soil" and share with us
tho prosperity of the farm.
house-cleanin- g

THE RURAL PRESS
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By Peter Radford
Lecturer National Fanners' Union
I
A broad campaign of publicity on
tbe subject of rural life Is needed In
this state today to bring tbe problem
of the farmer to the forefront Tbe
olty problems are blazoned upon the
front page of the metropolitan d a
and echoed in the country press,
but the troubles of tbe farmer are
aeldom told, except by those who
aeek to profit by tbe story, and tha
(litter of the package ofttlme obscures the substance. A searching Investigation
into the needs- - of tha
farmers will reveal many inherent defect in our economic system that can
be easily remedied when properly un
derstood and Illuminated by the power of the press.
The rural press, the pulpit and the
school are a trinity of powerful Influence that the farmer must utilize
to their fullest capacity before he can
occupy a commanding position in pub-U- o
affair. These gigantic agencies are
organised in every rural community
and only await tbe patronage and cooperation of tbe farmers to fully develop their energy and usefulness.
They are looal forces working for
tha beat Interests of their respective
oommunltlea. Their work I to build
and thetr object ia to serve. They
prosper only through the development
and prosperity of the community.
Kvery farmer in this state should
subscribe for tbe looal paper, aa well
aa farm periodicals and such other
publication aa he may And profitable,
bat ha should by all means subscribe
for his local paper, and no borne
should be without it. The local paper
I
part of tbe community life and tbe
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Big Business

I

a menace
Sometimes it is a necessity and works for the welfare of the public it serves
Big Business does not always hold

Handling a million telephone messages every day

is-th-e

biggest kind of

Big Business

Our task would be easy if this million messages were evenly distributed
during each twenty-fou- r
hours
telephone
But the
business doesn't work that way; people use the tele,
phone when they want to and we must be ready to serve them when they
want to be served
In one single hour every morning, "the busy hour," over one hundred and
twelve thousand telephone messages pass over our wires
It is our task to provide switchboards, equipment, apparatus and operators
to meet the needs of this "busy hour" and to handle each call as soon as it
is received
A good part of this expensive equipment is not in use during the rest of
the day, but must be ready for use when needed
All of these things cost money big money and a portion of this big
brings no return during many hours of the day
Combinations of capital and combinations of brains, in imtry and labor
make Big Business
It is only because of this kind of Big Business that such investments and
such service are possible

editor understands the farmer's problems. It is the local press that will
study the local problems and through

Its columnB deal with subjects of most
vital Importance to local life of the
community.
A Noble Task.

In too many Instances the country
paper mimic the city press by giving prominence to scandals, accidents
and political agitation.
The new
rural civilization has placed upon the
rural press renewed responsibilities,
and enlarged possibilities for usefulness. It cannot perform It mission
to agriculture by recording the frailties, the mishaps and Inordinate ambitions of humanity, or by Riling Its
columns with the echoes of the struggle of busy streets, or by enchanting
stories of city life which lure our
children from the farm.
It has a higher and nobler task.
Too often the pages of the city dailies
bristle with tbe struggle of ambitious
men In their wild lust for power, and
many times tbo flames of personal
conflict seur the tender buds of new
civilisation and Illuminate the pathway to destruction.
The rural press
la the governing power of publlo sentiment and must hold steadfast to
principle and keep the ship of state
In tha roadstead of progress.
Tha
rural pros can best serve the interests of tha farmers by applying Ita
anergiea to the solution of problem
affecting the local community.
It
Bust stem the mighty Ufa current
that la moving from the farm to the
oitiea, sweeping before It a thousand
boy and girl per day. It has to deal
with tha fundamental problem
of
civilization at their fountain bead. Ita
mission Is to direct growth, teach efficiency and mold the Intellectual Ufa
of the country, placing before the pub-li- e
the dally problems of tbe farmers
and giving first attention to the legislative,
educational and
social needs of the agricultural classes
within its respective community.
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The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The Corporation Different"

RECITAL
By

the Orchestra and Students of the New Mexico Conservatory of Music, Monday night, March 8, 1915.

1.
2.

"Myrtle"

Orchestra-Overt- ure

Piano

Solo-"Idi-

Op.

lio"

SUFFERERS
QUICK
RUCF

GIVEN

Croft Building, Grand Avenue.

Pain leaves almost

McCcsh

as if by magic when
you begin using

Lack

134

Hazel Kirk.
3.
4.

5.
6.

-- Orchestra
Vocal Solo

Orchestra.
Piano Solo

"Sweet Evening Bells Waltz"
"Inthe Garden of My Heart."
Mrs. Jno. W. Hendrix.

Rosecrans
Ball

--

Two-ste- p

"Eugenia"

"Rustling Leaves" Pastorale
Miss Esther Comstock.
7. Orchestra-"Sorori- ty"
Three Step
8. Reading-"MoMusk"
Miss Jewell Bayless.
9. Orchestra. -- Waltr, "Agnes"
10. Piano Solo,
"II' Trovatore" Fantasia
11. Orchestra, -"- Near and Dear," "Redowa"
12. Bass Solo,
"Vanguard of the King"
13. Orchestra "Spur Galop. "
(Admission 10 cts.)

McCosh.

-

Jltim

Hewitt
..Roat

Taylor

ney

..

Diet z
Dorn
Roat
Bailey

IMl

.Met"

tS

nUrfl nf It.

....

Hosfeld

thw famousold
remedy for Kbeuma-tisLumbago, Gout,1
Sciatica, Neuralgia
and kindred troubles.
It goes right to tha
spot, stops the aches
nnd pains and makes
life worth living. Get
hauls of
today. A booklet with
each bottle give full
direction (or use.
Pon t delay. Demand
Don't ac- I
cept anything else in

Anffdmi.

gist can supply you. If you live too far
Irom a drug store nnd One Dollar to
Swanaon Kheumatic Cure Co., Newark.
will b
Ohio, anil n bottle of
lent prepaid.
'

Frio Facts.

FREE SILVERWARE!

F. L. Davis went to Clovi s
last Wednesday and returned
Thursday.
Several of the young people
When honesty Is merely a good
policy It is a poor virtuo.
met at Tip Isham's last Sunday
afternoon and enjoyed a very
haty farmers are Just as useless as pleasant visit.
dead ones and take up more room.
Mrs. R. M. Moehn, of Des
When the soul communes with the Moines, Iowa, is. visiting her
spirit of nature the back to the farm
She
aunt, Mrs. Wilson Davis.
movement prevails.
is accompanied by her sister.
There are two kinds of farmers.
Miss Irene Murphy. They will
Ono tries to tako all the advice he
to Des Moines some
return
hears and the other won't take any
time the present week. Mrs.
at all.
who is an excellent
Moehn
musician visited the school at
Rhea, Texas., and gave the puEducation Is a developing of the pils and teacher a musical treat
mind, not a stuffing of the memory.
that was much appreciated.
you read.

eSftP

Messrs. W. N. Bettis, T. A.
and W. G. Hahn attend-th- e
Slater
Successful farmer
have dreams.
conference at
quarterly
sluggards
sleep.
while
deep
plow
Fairfield last Saturday and
The growing of legumes will retard Sunday.
soil depletion and greatly udd to Itj
Old Timer.
power to produce.

(OPPOSITE POST OFFICE)

Digest what

Old men have visions, young men
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Local Paper a Most Useful
Agency en the Farm The Praia,
Pulpit and Softool a Trinity of
Influence That Must Be
Utilized In Building
Agriculture.

Li

We give coupons for Wm. Rogers Guaranteed

Silverware as premiums for all purchases of

GROCERIES

m

See our silverware display and secure these fine

premiums without additional cost to you.
OUR STOCK OF GROCERIES IS COMPLETE

KLEIN GROCERY CO.
"THE BETTER QUALITY GROCERS" PHONE 22

THE CLOVIS NEWS

The Trey O' Hearts
Version of the Motion Picture Drama of the Same Nam
Produced by tha Universal Film Co.

A Nnveliied

Br LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
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"Tim Fcrfm Hunter,

MarinUS

Willi
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Copyright, IM, ay

the "death-Blan- "
Vm-cTrine In the private
I.
,n ui?..,i
?,f
?
which, through I ha
v
.laughter. Juillth. a woman
un. V,,of li":.I..H8
like hi. own. he mow
.on of the man
aril is wn.Aim a Innocently
responsible for
deadhV.
hlrl, uia.le Trine a helpless
I . ...
I'rniile Alan Is In love with Rose,r.; Ju-- d
m and double but In all .oll-ropposite. Judith
ITcnmpal-'Ah.but under ra.
dath;saves
.'lr,
her life and
he
unmancc.
math.... unwilling, wlna her
by the
animated
er Jii.llln
loalu.y dla--., ,
tin new l''V.
oM Imi.
her sinter Plie earns her father
I
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behind by him when h.
I,
Inking Rose with Mm. In
journeys
i.nlor to Ihtv AIhh away from New YiirK.
Alan pursues. Judith accompanying blm
agalnM Ida wish, and succeeds III rescuing Him from Trlne's special train.
1.

Um
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CHAPTER XXXII.
Light Englnt.
Toward Ihe close of that summer's
day It was the whim of that
of theatricals whom men call
Fnlo to stage on anticlimax in the
midst of a vast and hilly expanse of
desolate middle western country a
rude and rugged dlek of earth which
boasted no human tenancy within a
horizon and WM
circle of Us
bisected, not neatly, rather irregularly, by the flowing double line of steel
ribbons which marked the rallroad'f
right of way over the old Santa Fe
trail.
sr. much for the stage: the light ef
fects were provided exclusively by the
crimson and purple and gold of a por
tentnua sunset: the properties em
ployed were simply a special train and
what Is known aa a light engine.
It was the engineer of the special
After bring'
who started the trouble.
Ing his monster to a full pause, he
turned upon his passengers and not
without uluiiHlble excuse violently in
dieted Mr. Alan Law for abuse of his
and his fireman's trustfulness.
They had been engaged, both gentlemen asserted vigorously, for nothing
more dangerous than a quick run
across the prairies, In furtherance of
the uiiBpecllled pluna of Mr. Alan Law
mid his companion, Miss Juditli Trine
After starting out, they had wickedly
and maliciously been bribed by the
said Law to put on speed and catch up
with the special, In order that he might
rescue from the latter a young woman
and the sister of Miss
his
Trine.
But and here waa the grievance
they hadn't bargained to be shot at
with pistols. And precisely that out
rage had been put upon them during
and subsequent to the moment of res
cue.
It was uuhanpy Mr. Barcua who pro
clpitated the affair. This gentleman
arch-manag-

Black

A." aU

Fictsrs Pradadka

Uala Jombb

SYNOP8I8.
v

Boi.'Tlm

Pkotopaaat fnm

Vaaoe

heavy man, but active and Infuriated.
He fought like a demon unchained. It
was all very exciting. Mr. Law waa
even beginning to enjoy It when he
heard a woman shriek. At tne earn
Instant revolvers began to pop.
Mr. Law released hla foe almost aa
quickly aa he was released. Both rose
aa one man, to find Judith Trine beside them, a little smile of excitement
playing round ber lips as she looked
up the track and watched the special
slow down to a stop several persona
on the back pla'form plying busy trig
all the while.
Aa these last threw open the plat
form gates and dropped to the ballast,
still perforating the air with many bullets, Mr. Law, Miss Judith Trine, and
that late belligerent, the engineer.
turned simultaneously and sought the
rear of the tender.
On the opposite side they found
Rose Tiine and Mr. Barcue standing
uncertainly above the body of the fire
man, who. It appeared, had stunned
himself In falling and remained Insensible.
The appearance of Law and Judith
from behind the tender, closely pur
sued by the engineer, who was In turn
closely pursued by gentlemen with revolvers, stirred Barcus and Rose to action. Alan passed him at a round
pace, pausing only long enough to seize
Rose and drag her with him toward
the special.
s

CHAPTER XXXIII.
Pullman,
Come Inside," Law suggested, "and
Introduce me to the brakeman. I pre
sume I've got to fix things up with

(fomewhere far back along the Una a
locomotive hooted mournfully.
"It's got to!" Alan replied, helping
Rose aboard. "It we can only get out
of Bight before they get here"
"Don't worry," Barcus advised;
"that's a freight whistle."
"Maybe you can distinguish
the
wbUtle of a freight from that of a passenger (Vain I don't say you can't;
but I'll take no chances on your Judgment being good. Hop aboard here If
you're coming with us!"
Slowly the hand car stirred on its
grease-hungrand complaining axles;
slowly It gathered momentum and
eurged noisily up the track as Alan
and Barcus, on opposite sides of the
handlebar, alternately rose and fell
back; slowly It mounted the slight
grade to the bend in the track, rounded
It, lost sight of the stalled Pullman
on the siding and began to move more
swiftly on a moderate down grade.
Behind It the thunder of an ap
proaching train grew momentarily in
volume, lending color to the theory of
Mr. Barcus that what they had heard
had been the whistle of a freighter
rather than of the light engine. But
Just as Alan was about to advocate
leaving the tracks and taking tbe band
car with them, to clear the way for the
train, Its rumble began to diminish,
grew lees and beautifully less, and was
stilled.
"What do you make of that?" Alan
panted across the racking bar.
"The obvious," Barcus returned.
"The freight has taken the siding to
wait for Borne other through train to
pass. We'll hare to look sharp and be
ready to Jump.
The grade became a trace more
steep; the car moved with less reluc
tance.
"Let go," Alan advised: "It'll coast
down the balance of this Incline and
we'd better save our strength.
But they had barely regained their
breath and mopped the streaming
CHAPTER XXXIV.
sweat away from their eyes when a
second whistle, of a different tone
Hand Car.
startled both buck to their task.
''Well!" Mr. Barcus broke a silence
Catching the eye of Barcus Alan
whose eloquence may not be translated nodded despairingly.
In print "can you beat It?"
"Afraid It's all up with us now," he
"Not with this outfit." Alan admit- groaned: "that sounded precisely like
ted gloomily.
the whistle of the light engine.'
"But damn It! we've got to."
"Sure It did!" Barcus agreed. "It
"Profanity even yours, my friend
wouldn't be us If we had any better
luck. The saints be praised for this

"Will you be good If I let you out?"
"Perfectly."
'No more shenanigan?"
'I promise."
'Word of honor?"
If my word 'of honor means any
thing to you you have It."
"Well . . .1" he said dubiously.
In tbe same humor he turned and re
leased tbe knob; promptly Judith
opened it wide and swept out Into the
corridor, her mood now one of really
fetching mockery.
"Thank you so much!" she laughed
into his face of discomfiture; and drop-- ,
ping blm an Ironic curtsy, she turned
forward and awung Into the drawing
room occupied by Trine.
"Wonder what she put that on for?"
he speculated, with reference to the
ankle-lonPullman wrapper which Judith had aeen fit to don during ber
"Heaven knows
period of captivity.
it's hot enough without wearing more
clothing than decency demands . . .
But you never can tell about a woman . . . I bet a dollar I've made a
blithering ass of myself letting ber
loose at all!"
He took bis doubts aft. communicating them to Alan and Rose.
And hla long conference with Alan
and Rose on the observation platform
afforded Judith ample opportunity In
which undetected to euborn the train
crew to treachery.
Whether she did or not, this Is what
happened in tbe course of the next
hour: the special was forced to take a
siding to make way for the California
and when this had
limited,
passed, the engine of the special
and pulled
coughed apologetically
swiftly out, leaving the Pullman stalled
on the siding.
From the rear of the tender the
brakeman and fireman waved affecting
farewells to the Indignant faces of
Alan and Barcus when they showed In
the front doorway.

Alan standing his watch on the obser
vation platform, In company with
Rose; and the train booming along
through an uncouth wilderness of arid
mountains, barren mesas, and sun- amltten flats given over to the desolate
genius of sagebrush.
Whatever had been the tenor of the
communication
between father and
daughter, Judith eventually emerged
from the drawing room In an ominous
temper.
drowsily
coming
Barcua,
away from bis compartment at the
same time, waa Jarred wide awake by
sight of the foreboding countenance
she wore; and after a moment of doubt
followed her back to the lounge at tbe
rear of the car.
He got there In time to see her at
rigid standstill, staring steadfastly at
the two figures so close together on
tbe observation platform. But on
his appearance Judith shook herself
together, snatched up a magazine, aud
plunged wratbfully Into an easy chair,
burying ber nose between the pages of
the publication with every Indication
of deep Interest In Its text.
Mr. Barcus, however, had learned
the lesson of bitter experience to the
effect that the outward bearing of
Miss Judith Trine waa no sure Index
to her Inward humor unleaa, that Is,
It might be taken to Indicate the direct contrary of Its semblance;
though even this was no reliable rule.
Reminding himself of this, he therefore Invented a morbid Interest In another magazine round the edge of
which he kept a wary eye upon the
young woman.
For all her exasperation, Judith contained herself longer than might have
been expected.
Her continued show
of placidity, Indeed, lulled Barcus Into
a dangerous feeling of security.
that she meant to behave, be
gradually ceased to watch her as nar
rowly as at first, and lost himself In a
morose reverie whose subject was the
seemingly permanent mourning Into
which he had plunged hla face and
hands for the purposes of his masqueradestaining them a shade of
ebony upon which soap and water and
scrubbing had no effect whatever. And
he had Invented a most excruciating
method of revenging himself upon the
drugg'e-- who had taken advantage of
his confidence and sold him the
dye when he was roused by
d

For all Its age and decrepitude the
hand car made a very fair pace at the
urge of the two who rose and sagged
again without rotplte on either side
the handlebnr; and the grnde was hap
pily long, turning and twisting like a
snake through the hills.
I hem
A little grace was granted
moreover, through the circumstance
(as they afterward discovered l thut
the light etielue had stopped at the
siding long enough to couple up Trine's
I'ullninn thus automatically censing
to be a light e'irhie, nml b"Comlug s
special.
It was fully a quarter of an hour before the growing rumble of Ihe lutter
warned the trio on the hand car, Jtlft
as It gained the end of the grade and
addresned Itself to a lvel though
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young man whom he had never before
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seen whose life he had schemed to
take these many years.
Alan made no effort to respond, but
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The whistle of a locomotive over
taking the freight sounded the signal
for her to take action on ber cherished
plan.
Rlslna. she alanced out of the opea
door. A curve In the truck bolow the.
frelKht. laboring up a steep grade, en
abled her to cutch a glimpse of a head
light, followed by a string of llghtea
windows, Indicating a single car: the
special, beyond a doubt.
Without hesitation, since the train
was not running at speed, she dropped
out to the ballast, wheeled smartly
about, caught the bandbar at the end
of the box car as it passed and swung
berself up between It and the caboose.
A trine later tne ireigni gaineu w
summit of the grade and began to run
more smoothly.
Climbing to the top of the box car
she peered keenly through the gloam
ing, which waa not yet so dense tnat
she might not discern two heads pro- -
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grade!"

"If there's really any doubt In your
mind aa to that," Barcus said, rising.
I don't mind telling you you're right."
He paused as Alan entered the car
before him and was greeted by a storm
of vituperation that fairly blistered
tbe panels of the Pullman. Mr. Seneca
Trine, helpless In his Invalid chair,
thus celebrated his introduction to the

V

ter.

east-boun-

him"

listened with his head critically to
one side and an exasperating expres-Bion of deep Interest informing bis
countenance until Mr. Trine was
out of breath and vitriol; when
the younger man bowed with the slight-est shade of mockery In his manner
and waved a tolerant hand to Barcus.
"Ho has, no doubt." Alan Inquired,
"his own private cell aboard this car?"
"Yas, suh!" Barcus agreed, aping
well the manner of his apparent caste
and color. "Ain't dat de troof?"
"Take him awuy. then," Alan requested wearily "if you please."
"Yas, suh!" Barcus replied, with
nimble alacrity seizing the back of the
wheeled chair and swinging It round
for a spin up the length of the car.
Before Trine had recovered enough
to curse him properly, the door to his
drawing room wus closed and Barcus
was ambling back down the aisle.
His grin of relish at this turning of
the table on the monomaniac proved,
however, short lived. It erased itself
in a twinkling when Judith shouldered
roughly past him, wearing a sullen
and forbidding countenance, and Sung
herself Into the drawing room with
her father.
The cause of her temper waa not
fur to seek: at the far end of the car
Alan was bending solicitously over the
it
chair In which Kone was resting. One
of his arms was around her shoulder.
Her face wns lifted confldeully to his.
Barcus mused morosely on his apsimmer- prehension of trouble
ing over the waxing fire of that strange
woman s jouiousy. tie aion t iikb tne
prospect at all. If only Alan and Rose
hadn't been so desperately In love
that they couldn't keep away from one
another! If only Alan had been sensible enough to outw it the woman and
leave her behind when he started In
speclul! If only thert
One of His Arms Was Around Her pursuit of the
light engine In pur
that
been
not
had
Shoulder.
suit as Barcus firmly believed it must
was suffering from a severe sprain to be loaded to the guards with Trlne's
his sense of decent pride. In the serv- unscrupulous hirelings!
No telling when they might catcl
ice of Miss Rose Trine and her betrothed, Mr. Law, Barcus had bluck-ene- up!
his face and hands to the h le of
The fear of this lost catastrophe
ebony and had gnrmented himself in worked together with Ills fears of Juihe garb of a Pullman porter.
dith to render that night a sleepless
It was the fireman (to be Just) who one for BarcuB. He spent It In a chair
brought the row to a focus by a slight- whence he could watch both the door
nd to the compartment Judith had chosen
ing reterem-to that "shiftless
misbegotten dlnge"
for her own (formerly Marrophat's
Ho rbyenled quite promptly.
Mr. quarters) and the endless ribbons of
Barcus Jumped for his throat with a steel that swept beneath tbe tracks.
bellow of rage. The fireman slipped
But nothing happened. He napped
on the cab platform, trod on nothing, uneasily from time to time, waking
and went over backwards, taking Mr. with a start of fright, but always to
nothing
amiss. Ever Judith
Barcus with him to the ballast.
find
At almost the same moment Mr. s'npped behind that closed door, and
attempting to restrain the engi- ever the track behind waa Innocent of
neer from going to the assistance of the glare of a pursuing headlight.
ducked In under a
bis
Nor did anything untoward mark the
vicious awing for his chin, grappled progress of the morning unlesa, Insessions
vlth hla foe, tripped him up and went deed, Judlfh's protracted
with blm to the ground on the oppo- with her father behind the closed,
site s.'de of the locomotive from that door of the drawing room were to ba
occupied by Mr. Barcus and the
counted ominous.
the girl had
Ever since luncb-tlmFor the next several seconds he vas been closeted with her father; Barcus
and
Tery busy Indeed keeping bis face out had been getting some
rest In bis quarters;
tne ballast. The engineer waa a

with such patience as she could mut
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stretch of trnk.
this point discovery of the
switch of a spur Hue that shot off
And at

Struck the Caboose With a Crash
the audden flight of a magazine across
the car. missing his head by a bare
two Inches, and the bang of a chair
overturned by Judith as she Jumped
up and flung herself furiously toward
the door.
Just what had happened on the
platform Burcue didn't know,
but he could readily believe that the
espelovers had Just Indulged In some
cially provoking and

"lie

overhauled Judith none too soon.

another moment she would have
had her slater by the throat If her
In

purpose had not been to throw Rose
bodily overhourd. as Bun us suspected.
on nl" fef,t
B 1ulrk
Happily, he w
as Judith on hers; and almost hi fore
he hud grasped the situation, he had
grasped her had seized her arms and
drawn them forcibly behind her back,
at the snme time swinging her round
and endeavoring to propel her back
through the doorway.
It was a inan slze Job. For the ensuing Ave minutes he had his hands full
of violently reeentful and superbly
young woman. Only with
the greatest difficulty did he succeed
In wrestling her up the aisle and to
the door of her compartment, where
an even more furious resistance for
some additional minutes prefaced the
ultimata closing of the door upon the
maddened Judith. Even then he might
not draw a free breath: there was no
way of locking that door from the outside; and he dared not leave go the
handle, lest the girl again fly out and
renew the battle.
Waving aside Alan's proffer of assistance, he acidly advised that gen
tleman to return to his poet or duty
and rot let bis infatuation blind him
to what might at any moment loom
up on the track behind them. Barcus
stoutly held the door against the girl's
attempt to pull It open and through
heranother period when she occupied hopeself with kicking Its panels as If
ful of Veaklng a way out. A long
pause followed. He heard no Bounds
from within. And wearying, be wondered what the devil she was up to.
Then ber voice penetrated the barrier,
its accents calm and not unamlable:
"Mr. Barcus!"
"Hello!" be replied, startled. "What
it. Miss Judith?"
"Please let me out."
"Not much."
able-bodie- d

'Oh pleaseT'
Struck by tbe fact that she hadnt
lost her temper on bearing bis refusal,
he hesitated.

Like the Explosion of a Cannon.
w'lin't make this Pullman move without
at engine."
"All the same, we can't stop here
lil.e bumps on a log. waiting for that
Rang of thugs to sail up in the light
engine and cut our blessed throat. "
.Mr. Law answered
this unanswer-ab.contention only with a shrug.
Thb, stepping out on the forward
platform of the Pullman, he rant a
hopiik'ss eye over the laudsenpe.
Ha v. rugged hills hemmed in the
rlj;ht of way, hills whose vast flunks
were covered with dense thicket! of
and
mesu.il!..!, chapiierul, Bagebrimh
cacti, the haunt of owls and rattlesnakes and solitude. No way of escape from that pocket In the hills other than by the railroad itself.
He lowered his gaze to the tracks
and siding and atarted sharply.
"Kh what now?" Barcus Inquired
with Interest.
"Some thoughtful body has left an
old hand car over there In the ditch,"
Alan replied. "Maybe It lan't beyond
servlco "
"With me supplying the horsepower,
I suppose!"
"Horse Isn't the word," Alan cor
rected meticulously; and escaped the
other's wrath by dropping down to the
ballast and trotting over to the ditch,
where the hand car lay.
"Looks as If It might work." he an
nounced. "Come a'oug and lend me a
hand."
"Half a minute," Barcus answered,
dodging suddenly back Into the car.
When he reappeared, after some five
minutes. Rose accompanied him, and
Barcua was smiling as brilliantly as
though nothing whatever was wrong
with bis world.
"Sorry to keep you wafting, old top,"
he explained; "but I was smitten wltb
There didn't seem to
an inspiration.
be any sense In letting the amiable
Judith loose upon this fair land, so I
found a coil of wire In the porter's
closet and wired the handle of the
drawing room door fast to the bars
across the aisle. It'll take her some
tlms to get out, now, without assist
ance."
Ten minutes more had passed before
the two grimy and perspiring gentle
men succeeded In placing the hand car
upon the tracks.
"It's a swell little hand car," Barcus observed grimly: "no wonder they
threw It away."
"What's the difference how It looks,
aa long as It will go?"
"But will lit" liBjtui doubted.
e

southward into ihe hills furnished A Inn
with his Independent Inspiration.
Stopping the luind car after it had
Jolted over (hi. frons, lie Jumped down,
set the switch to shunt the pursuit off
to the spur, and leaped back upon
the car.
Hardly had they succeeded in work
ing the hand car up round the shoulder
of the next bend when he special took
the switch without pniive and the mar
of Its progress, shut off by an intervening mountain, was suddenly stilled
to a murmur.
Hot even so. there wns neither rest
for the weary nor much excuse for
the rumble of the
FIM'clal was not altogether lost to hearing when the thunder of the freight
replaced mid drowned It nut.
Of a sudden, relnas'iig the handlebar, Alan stood up ai.d signed to Barcus to Imitate hie example.
"Well ?" this last panted, when hu
had obeyed.
"Jump off leave the hand car where
they'll have to stop to clear It off
It Is
the track."
"And then?"
"I'll buy a lift from them If It takes
my Inst dollar In the world," Alan
promised. "It's our only hope. We
can't keep up this heartbreaking business forever and It can't be long before Trine and Marrophat discover
I

their mistake!"
CHAPTER XXXV.
Cabooss.
r'or once. In a way, It fell out precisely as Mr. Law had planned and
prayed.
Constrained to pull up In order to remove the obstmctlot from the track,
the train crew of (he freight choked
down Its collective wrath on being pre
sented with a sum of money. In the
hopes of further largess It lent its
tale,
common ear to Alan's
which had so frequently proved useful
in similar emergencies, of nn eloping
couple pursued by an unreaso.ilngly
vindictive parent; and had Its hopes
rewarded by the price Alan bargained
to pay In exchange for exclusive use
of the caboose as far as tne next town.
So that It was not more than ten
minutes before Rose was settled to
rest In such comfort as the caboose af
forded, wiiile Alan and Barcus sat
within Its doorway and smoked
Neither he nor any other aboard the
freight suspected for an instant that,
in the box car next forward of the ca
boose, a woman In man's clothing lay
perdue, now and again chuckling
Impishly to herself In snticipatlon of
the time and the event she was biding
well-wor-

Judith Uncoupling the Cabooss.
trudlng from the window of the special's engine, one on either side.
At a venture, she snatched off hei
coat and waved It wildly In the air.
All arm answered the signal from
imiij window of the pursuing locomotive.
Marrophat, of course!
ahead '' "Va.
She turned and
freight wbs approaching h trestle thfaCJ.
spanned a wide and shallow gully.
So much the better!
Propping down again between tht
cars, Bhe set herself to solve Ihe prob
lem of uncoupling the caboose.
In this she was suci.essrul Just as
the lat car rolled out on the treHtli
Its own imiietus carried the calyioa
to the middle of the trestle before It
Stopped.
As this hapiiened. Alan and Burcus
h
ii I ron (I y warned of an emergency
Ihe slowing down of the car. and fot
sntno time allvfc to tho fact thut th
special was agnln in pursuit, leapec
out upon the ties and helped Hose tc
alight.
Already Ihe lost of the freight wal
whisking off the (resile. Us crew thin
far imconm lolls of their loss.
Ami behind them l.ie speclul win
plunging forward Bt uiflbuled speed.
There was no tlmo to execute theli
p'.iu of the first desperate Instunt tc
run along the ties to safely on tht
tho distance was toe
K.olld earth:
nn at ; they could not possibly make It
Wl'.h common Impulse tho two met
gin need down to the bottom of th
gully, then looked at each other wltb
eyes Informed by common Inspiration
Barcua announced in a breath:
"Thirty feet not more."
"Can you hold tht
Alan replied:
weight of the two of us for half a mln
ute?"
"I can try. Wt
Barcus shrugged:
might as well even If I can't."
While speaking, he was lowerint
himself between the ties.
"All right," he announced briefly.
With a word to Rose. Alan slipped
down beside I'nrcua. shifted his hold
to the body of the latter, snd climbed
down over him until he was supported
solely by the grasp of his two hundi
on Barcus' ankles.
Instantly Rose followed him, slip
ping like a snake down over the twe
men ill', she In turn hung by ber grant
on Alun's ankles, then released liet
hold and dropped the balance of tht
distance to the ground, a scant ten
feet, landing without Injury.
A thought later Alan dropped lightly
to her side, staggered a trifle, reeoji
ered and dragged her out of the way.- -'
Barcus fell with a heavy thump and
went upon his back, but demonstrated
his lack of Injury by Immediately pick- Ing himself up and Joining the others
in a mad scramble for safety.
Overhead the special engine, hurtling onward like some titanic bolt,
struck the caboose with a crash like
the explosion of a cannon. It collapsed
upon Itself like a thing of pasteboard
That It had been constructed ol
more solid stuff was abundantly
proved by the shower of timbers, splinters and broken Iron that rained about
the heads of the fugitives.
For all that, the gods smiled upon
them ror their courage: they escaped'
without a scratch.
'
(TO BU CONTuniKU)
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Locomotives

Burled In Yard

at 8chneetady, Naw York,
During Rscent Bliuard.
ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES PROVE
GREAT 8UCCE88.

Teit Mad it Bluefleld, W. Vs., Provts
Had
That Goorg Westlnghous
th Right Idea Other Roada

It

May Copy

What waa a day dream of a great
Inventor haa been realized by a teat
made at Bluefleld, W. Va., on the moHt
powerful electric locomotive ever
built. Fourteen thoui..nd horse power
wan used to start a slug! full tonnage
train, while nearly eight thousand was,
used to propel it.
These giant locomotives were built,
especially to haul the heavy freight
trains over the ateep mountain grade
of this division.
Two locomotives ore used on euch
trnln, one at each end, because other-wIhthe enormous strain on the car
coupling from concentrating at one
point the enormous umount of energy
required to operate the train would be
duugiwus. Kuch locomotive weighs
270 toi.s, or over one million pounds
per train. Their capacity exceeds that
of any steam or electric locomotive
r
ever built, or enough to move a
train, or one two miles long on a level
track
The truin moved by these locomotives weighed nearly four thoumiml
tons and consisted of cars each carrying liiit tons of coal. It was started
anil h'indled with perfect eusn on the
two per cent grade of what is known
as one of the most difficult pieces of
cmiHtructlon In America.
A test was ditto made on the electric
braking of the train down the mountain grade, resulting in the eWvtrle
the train at a steady
hpe A? without the use of the train
liniKen. This Is accomplished by the
nieehanlrnl energy of the trnln on
down grade being transformed
Into
electric energy by the, motors acting
us generators.
This energy is then returned to the system for use by other
trains. This is the first time that this
system of regaining energy has been
put into urp In this country, and Is
in Its efdestined to bo
fect.
The enormous energy utilized In operating these trnliiB l f.d to the locoalternating-cumotive from a single-phasrrent
system over one wire no
larger than a lead pencil, nt 13,000
volts, a pressure 20 times grenter than
that used In the New York subway.
The enetgy Is generated by steam turbines in a special power house built
by the rallrond company to operate
this division. It Is located by the railroad tracks near the mines nt milestone, from which coal can be economically secured.
The Importance of this installation
can hardly be overestimated In marking an advance In the electrification of
steam railroads.
It Is Interesting to
note that this electrification Is tho
practical realization of the Ideas which
the late George. Wcstlnghnuse, Inventor of the air brake, hnd nourished for
many years, and Its successful
Is due In no small measure to
his activity along these lines.
It Is confidently expected that tho
excellent results obtained on this Installation will lead a number of other
roads to adopt electricity as a means
of increasing their capacity.

were
Three freight locomotive
completely buried in a snowdrift during a blizzard, while standing In a
yard at Schenectady, N. Y., and It wa
necessary to dig them out before they
could be moved. The condition of the
locomotives after they bad been hauled
from the drift 1 shown in the Illustration. These were new locomotive
that had never been In service, and
had Just been made ready for the
"messengers" who were t8 accompany
g
them to their destination on the
railroad, when they were
burled in the drift and
for a week. Modern Mechanics.
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The "Wrigley Spearmen"
want you to see all their
quaint antics in this book,
free! Write for it today to
IVRf. WRIGLEY JR. CO
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Best Paying Railroad.
The railroad that pays the biggest
dividends on the capital invested Is,
according to the Technical World Magazine, the Grand Island railroad. It
la in northern Alberts., Canada, 200
miles from any trunk lino or feed.
It is only a quarter of a mile long and
built of scrap Iron on wooden rails,
Its rolling stock consists of two battered freight cars which are pushed
along the road by the men who ship
the freight, no locomotives being used.
The freight that I handled on this
rond consists principally of fur,
which are towed up the Athabasca
river on scows hauled by men, are
laden on the cars, pushed down the
railroad and shipped again on other
scows, thereby circumventing the dan
gerous Grand rapids. Returning, the
scows carry all aorta of freight for the
Hudson Hay company's factors, and
Locomotive Has Great Record.
are
floated down
HudThe favorite locomotive on the west- son Hay company the river. The
charge $2.50 a ton
ern divisions of the lehlgh Valley Is
for all freight on this little railroad,
No. 24"!. No. 2479 has a record of
and tho shipper must handlo his own
which any locomotive might be proud. goods
and push tho cars himself.
It has traveled a distance equal to ten
trips around tho world without a
Postal Railroad In London.
breakdown of consequence, hauling
A
t
tunnel Is about to be
passenger trulns weighing 450 tons.
During 28 months It worked every constructed in London for tho conday. It also has a remarkable record veyance or mail. It will contain two
for economy In fuel consumption. In tracks with Island platforms at the
eight stations from Paddiugton to
short, it Is a paragon.
Whitechapcl, inclusive.
The trains
will bo run without operators from
Railroad "Scout."
TU Canadian Pad Mo railroad haa distant control stations at an average
added to Its staff a "scout." whose duty speed of 25 miles per hour. At the
It will be to travel over the system Island platforms there will be elecand discover those employees who are tric elevators to transfer the malls
offices.
Scleutlflo
especially worthy of advancement. In- to the sorting
cidentally he will report those found American.
"anftiig; but It Is significant that his
function primarily la not to make comTo Get Hia Money Back.
plaint, but to niako doubly sure that
A dismissed employee of a railroad
the deserving are recognized.
company Is entitled to recover his contributions to a relief fund while he
Many Bridge on 8hort Route.
was in the company' employ. A deSixty steel and wood bridges, rang- cision to that effect was made in the
ing from 75 to 125 feet in lenath. will District of Columbia court of appeals
be required in a distance of 18 miles when It reversed the finding of a
on mo Central Canada railroad, north lower court and directed the Pennsylof Edmonton, for which the route vania railroad company, as trustee of
Plans have been Bled with the pro- the fund, to account to George W.
vincial department of railways for
Vermillion for bia payment into the

Jl

Spear-woma- n

M. W. Alexander, West Lynn, Mas.,
of the national affiliated safe-

cn

fis

lived in a shoe
There was an old
For her many young hopefuls she knew what to do!
She made them most happy with WRIGLEY'S for all
It kept them in trim at a cost very small t

secretary

ty organizations, announces that the
conference of the constituents of this
organization
lurge associations
of
manufacturers
haa agreed on a
stundard first aid jar, mado of glass,
which contains a considerably larger
number and variety of medicines and
appliances than are generally found in
ruilroad first aid kits, says the Railway Ago Gazette.
f
The Jar Is nine and
Inches
In diameter, six Inches high and complete, with contents, weighs about
twelve pounds. Uesldcs the usual appliances and tools it contains eight
two ounce bottles of approved remedies. The bottles are ingeniously arranged in the jar so that their labels
are visible through the sldca of the Jar,
be taken out
and any one bottle
without disturbing the others. These
bottles contain aromatic spirits of
ammonia, white wine vinegar, castor
oil, burn ointment and Jamaica ginger.
The Jar has been made strong by special annealing treatment, and its walls
ure plain, so that the Jur may easily be
kept clean.
The conference board ha Issued a
circular of brief Instructions to laymen for first aid treatment of common
Injuries and disorders, which Includes
Illustrated directions for resuscitating
persons who have suffered electric
shocks; the Inside of the cover of the
Jar is also filled with printed Instructions.
It Is the Intention to furniBh the
Jars and their contents at cost price.

after cjcty
meal"

Have you seen "Wrigley's Mother
Goose" newest jingle book 28
pages in colors?.

snow-boun-

STANDARD

"Chew it

S304 Meaner Bldg., Chicago
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Activities of Women.
Miss Alma K. Boyd has been appointed private secretary to Lieutenant Governor McCluIn of Pennsylvania.
Mary Plckford. the moving picture
actress,- - receives a salary of $2,000
per week for 52 weeks In the year.
IndusThe only real
try in the I'nlted States is owned by
of
a woman, Mrs. James P. Warbsss
Urooklyn.
German tailors and dressmakers
have decreed that the prevailing color
for the new spring fashions shall be
the field gray of the German army
uniform, and in regard to cut the
military style will be followed.
profit-sharin-

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES

TOO MUCH FOR TENDERFOOT
Discovery That Western Life Was Not
What He Had Anticipated
Proved Fatal.
r

"Tough luck about the last
that struck town," said

lender-foo- t
Chuck-wago- n

Cal.

"What happened to blm?"
"Well, you know he come out here
In feur and tremblin', thinkin' some
here in Cactus Center
was sure goin' to shoot at his feet
and make him dance."
"Yes."
"And likewise he was sure somebody was goin' to git htm on the hurricane deck of a pitchln' boss and
bust hi neck."
r

"I'h-huh.- "

The Zealoua Youth.
The Employer If my wife calls
up say that I have just gone out.
The Office HoyYes, sir. I'll say it
every time she culls up.
The Employer You mustn't do
that. My wife would have a poor
opinion of your truthfulness.
The Hoy Yes, Blr; she has it now.
The Employer
What do you
mean?
The Boy Why, bIio called up this
morning and asked me if 1 was the
new boy. An' I said, "Yes, niu'uin."
And she said it was no place for a
truthful boy. She said you bad no
use for a truthful boy. Then she
said, "Hid you ever tell a He?" And
I said, "No, ma'am."
"And what did she sav?"
"She said. 'You'll do!'" Cleveland
Plain Dealer.

Kissing Microbe.
see a Swiss scientist declares that microbe do not exist in
mountain air at an altitude ot over
2,000 feet. How do you suppose he'
discovered that?
Delilah
Oh,
he's probably don
some kbslug at high altitude.
Belle

I

Probably a
babe cries because It discovers the mistake it
makes in getting born.
new-bor-

CIJI
slkUts Twr Wlsssr

"And he was dead surtin that the
5 Passenger, Gray &
They Are Closely Observing Pub- fust time he stepped out on the street
Have Health?, Strong, Ilea tlfal Eyes
some frolicsome blade was goin' to
Eleotrlo Lights
Davis,
Oculists and Physician used Murine Ke
lic Health Conditions.
rope him and drag him half a block Remedy
many years before It was offered as a and
25 H. P.
Startir.
Douestla Eye Medicine. Murine la Hllll ComJest for fun."
Greatest bill climber; is to 80 mile on 1 gslloa
pounded by Our Physicians and guaranteed
"Of
course."
gasoline, lo.tniu nitlea on oua set of tires.
by tbsm as a Keliabla Keller for Eyes that Need
An exiimining pliysicinn
one of the
Rpeedotneter, one man top, 10D lncb
"Well, none of them things hap- ('are. Try It In your Kyes and In baby'a Byes-- No Hlewartbase.
prominent I. iff Insurance C'oinpiiniri, in
wheel
Kiati Ineb tires, welgUt 1,000
Kye
Smarting
Buy
Murine pounds. MKT2
and CAUTKUCAB Distribuan interview on the subject, made the pened, and we burled him today- - JiiHt of your DruggistJustacceptComfort.
no Substitute, and If tors for Colorado, New Mrxico and Wyoming,
astonishing statement that one renson nachelly killed by the shock of
Intere-te- d
Book
write for
of the Eve Free.
why so ninny applicant
fur innurunce
Judge.
Ml' KINK EYlfi HKMKDI CO., CIIICAUO The Colorado Cartercar Co.
are rejected is hecuum: kidney trouble is
1636 Broadway i Daavar, Colorado
so common to the American people, snd
HI
Turn Next.
HAIR
LIVE AGENTS WANTED
TURNING
IF
IS
the large majority of those whose appli
Diner See here, where ore those
cations are declined do not even suspect
GRAY, USE SAGE TEA oysters I ordered on the hulf shell?
IMP
that they have the disease.
Waiter Don't get impatient, sah. tQUR
According to thin it would seem that a
Look Old I Try Grandmother'
Don't
We're dreflie short on shells; but
medicine for the kidneys, possessing real
to u for acar naauLT
Recipe to Darken and Beautify
you're next, sah. Boston Evening
healing and curative properties,
would
inRjuVncb
Gray, Faded, Lifeless Hair.
Transcript.
be a blessing to thousands.
LIBERAL LOANS MADE
WRITE US
Dr. Kilmer A Co., Ilinglmmton, N. Y.,
,
Grandmother kept her hair beautiwho prepare Dr. Kilmer's
Contrary Methods.
kidney, liver and bladder fully darkened, glossy and abundant
the
"I see that in Europe they are 118 W. SOUTH watbh ST.. chicaqo
remedy, claim that judging
from eviwith a brew of Sage Tea and Sulphur. having battles In the clouds."
everydence received
from druggists
Whenever ber hair fell out or took on
"Yes; that Is how they are trying HOWARD E. BURTON AacAHV.U.tNO
where, who are constantly in touch with that dull, faded or streaked appearSpecimen prices: Gold, Bllrer, Load, tl iOotd.
to get in the sun."
their customers, and also indisputable
Silver, 7e;()ilil, eon; 2locorOopper,U. Mailing
ance, this simple mixture was applied
proof in the form of grateful testimonial
toll price list sent on application
By asking at
Makes the laundress happy that's Red Load Villa. Colo. Kef. Caruonata Mat. Bank.
of reliable citi- with wonderful effect.
letters from thousand
any
drug store for "Wyeth's Sage and Cross Bag Blue. Makes lienutiful, clear
zen, this prepiiratinn it remarkably sucWatsea R.Celeaaaa,Washi
cessful in sickness caused by kidney Sulphur Hair Remedy," you will get a white clothes. All good grocers. Adv.
Ingtun.ll.U. Hooks Iras. His be
Mrt ntsnnoat,
fiast nsulta.
recipe,
Kvery interesting large bottle of this
and bladder troubled.
How
to
much
make
easier
mistake
ready to use, for about 60 cents. This
statement' they receive regarding Swamp-RoW. N. U DENVER, NO.
is investigated and no testimonial
Imple mixture can be depended upon than to unscramble them.
is published unless the prty who sends to restore natural color and beauty
They
it is reported of good character.
to the hair and is splendid for danhave on file ninny sworn statements ot
dry, itchy scalp and falling hair.
recoveries in the mos-t- distressing cases. druff,
druggist say everyA
They state that lr. Kilmer's Swamp-RoII
WYou can't tell by looking at a roll of roofing hawT
H
B
atvlnna l will I..S - ,1 - I U.. whra
is mild ami gentle in its action and body uses Wycth'a Sage and Sulphur,
II
its healing intlueni-- is toon noticed in because It darken so naturally and
thai (uaranteo of
rosponai
The only
most enses.
evenly that nobody can tell it has been
company, yoa know
Swamp-Rooronfinw muif et e
is purely an herbal comapplied It's so easy to use, too. You
real
test ot
pound and Pr. Kilmer ft Co. advise all
imply dampen a comb or Boft brush
roofing
feel
reader who
quality
in need of such a remand draw it through your hair, taking
edy to give it a trinl. It is on snle at all
is on the roof.
drug stores in bottles of two sizes 80c. one strand at a time. Hy morning
snd $1.00. However, if you wish first to the gray hair disappears; after antest this great preinrntion send ten cents other application or two, it is reto Dr. Kilmer ft Co., Rinuhnniton, N. Y., stored to its natural color and look
for a sample Iwittle. When writing be glossy, soft and abundant. Adv.
sure and mention this paper. Adv.
Aa Ever.
"Since the wur began the women
Precaution.
Nodd You don't mean to say you have been taking the places of the
men on the Paris street curs."
keep a diary?
Aflk yotir dc.iler for pmd- nsatsthf Papas
"Well, they'd do It here, but the men
Todd Not u.uite o low as that. I'm
W .ll Kani.
riutie RoetW
Just looking up to see the day I was are too III mannered to get up."
Asphalt Rooftat
AtsCasBt
married. This yeur I proposo to pass
Fattataa
5 year.
Metal Paints
Attention, Mothers!
a safe and sane wedding anniversary.
Out Sow Psiata
Write Wm. Wrlgley Jr. Co.. 1304
life.
SKasala Stuns
Kesner Bldg., Chicago, III., for 28 page
guaranteed 15 yean
?ruieJ Coal Ta
colored "Mother (loose
Don't be misled. Ask for Red Croii beautifully
Rag Blue. Makes beautiful white clothes. Jingle Book."
Sent free to all readGeneral Roofing Manufacturing Company
At all good grocers. Adr.
er of this paper. Adv.
arorws ittrgMf Biasnflief isis Avajhsy ana
Alters
Ofasao
lestsa
HTerkCkf
rtbkarsk
Love make tbe world go round, bat
If a man Is miserable it is usually
EamssC
Clsrsn
fc.U
revenge tries to quarc it.
because he think he Is.
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COYNE BROTHERS

Swamp-Root-

PATENTS

old-tim- e

15.

INtvRoofing that must
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lastrl
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Buy materials that last
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fa-ran- ted

Most Marvelous o
International Exposition, VGreatest and
t
t fit P
u,
every
on
vjid
reD.
uetaii
All Celebrations, Open Completed In

Panama-Pacifi- c

.

V

TTV

1

.
Forty of the World's Great Nations to Join With America In Celebrating the Openmtf of tl
Panama danai in a Loiiciavc unauipacu u nwiuij"
Johnson wat in fro
J.
Mrs. Shorett, mother of E. K.
Wonderful Exhibits From All Lands Show the Lelan.l Chipman has resinned Shorett,
supplies Saturdaj
after
farm
expected
here
is
the Southwestern Drug Store
day from Lake wood, New
Miss Esther Dickman, the
World's Best Progress
and has accepted a position with
ico, on a visit.
old daughter of Dr. and
&

S.

MonMex-

8

Mr. Chap
Mears Pharmacy.
wan is a registered phatmncist.
The Prantiriiins hive orgaMr. G. A. Campbell, who has nized a lodge with quite a large
leen employed at M ear's Phar- membership at Farwell, Texas.
macy will soon open his bot They are now organizing at
tlinir and cream works.

L A. Dickman, gave a
last Saturday which was atl
ed by i!8 of her little fri
Pop corn, cake and fruit I
was served. The little folki
a glorious time.

pt

International Exposition Will Abound With
From Beginning to End Magnificent Panama-Pacifi- c
Superb Educational and Entertainment Features.
By HAMILTON WRIGHT.

TUB

altiRle day, and. far In
Irs opening, the Kxposltion

Kranclaeo In

advanr of

of the vast
Interim tlonnl
at San Francisco
una 03 kt cent completed
lliree niontbs before the opening 1ay,
o Feb. 20. 1015.
The early Inatalla-tloof tbouaanila of tons of rare and
costly exhibits from all parta of the
globe and the participation of fort; of
the world's Krvnt coiiutilea have a emir-celebration that will be mirlvaleil
iiiiiRDltiidc, Intercut ami
u Ha
oonatruetlou
I'aclUe

had created an unprecedented intercut
throughout the world, and Ha openinic
wni eagerly awaited.
In keeli competitive exhibits there
will be preaeuted more than
exhllilta and groups of relnteil exhibit portraying the reaults of the
world' heat efforts In reeont year.
Till
wonderful KxpoHltloii, present
ed at an outlay if more than $W,utHi,-UH)- ,
eelehratoa a oontcmporaniNitia
achievement, the building of the 1'iirm-mnoinprulieiialvcMMM.
eanal. and all exhibit that tire enFrom U opening until It close, on tered for competitive award will bo
will those that have been orlulnated or pro
liec. 4. 1013, the Exposition
abound with original features collect- dnced since the grat Louisiana I'nr
ed at an expenditure of many millions chase Kxposltion at St. I.oiils ten yeai-ago.
of dollar. It will preHent a cross
The possible exception to this
of human achievement. The Pan- - rulo will be where earlier exhibits are

80.i

alii-Ri- e

a

s

will, for example, see In
the Palace of Mine an exhibit three
fourth of au acre In extent. Illustrating the manner In which the
lurgest ateel corporation In the world
la caring for and plans to still further advance the welfare of Its employee. In the Palace of Education
they will he Interested In a great
I'nlted States government exhibit.
The great war In no way ha diminished the prospect of attendance at
of
the KiKiHltlon, and thousand
Americans will for the first time
the educative trip acrosa their native land. After the outbreak "f the
conflict the number of convention deciding to meet In San I'ranclsco proOne of the
portionately Increased.
most Important of the assemblages
will be the liiternall"ii:il engineering

fare work
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Monday, March 8th
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FEATURES

The best solution has been decided and
prize awarded to a St.Louis Stenographer

T
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IT ENDS

WITH

SURPRISE

AND DELIGHT!
TC

WEDNESDAY MARCH Toth

Salomy Jane
picturazation of Armstrong's dramatization
of "SALOMY JANE'S KISS" with
Beatriz Michelena, House Peters and Andrew Robson
and a superb cast to portray the many elemental
types as "Yuba Bill" "Marberry" Larrabee" "Mad.
son Clay" "Colonel Starbottle" and "The Man'

A

Photograph courtesy San Francisco Kx.tmlner.
THE MOTHER OF LINCOLN BEACHEY. FROM THE TOWER OF JEWELS, 435 FEET AL'OVE THE
WATCHES HER SON
AT THE PANAMA-PACIFIINTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION,
EARTH.
LOOP HIS ONE THOUSANDTH
LOOP.
of his ho iiecoinlng after breaking all world rcc
When Lincoln Bonchey, n sou of San rranclsco. on the
rTils as u daredevil looper of V'.l'.i loop-.- , perfortned two entirely new and ileatli defying siuiiw over lie completed
palaces of the Panama Pacific International Exposition It wus his agtsl mother who for Hie first time waved hi in
Mrs. Itcachcy held a place of honor, 4.'!."i feet up In (lie air, on lie tiptop of the won
on to fresh achievements.
From tills aerie she was able to watch every erratic move of her daredevil son. She
derfnl Tower of Jewels.
Tied out only once. That was when he wrote the figure "KKHt" against the clouds. Iilyh mIh,m. the two miles
of completed exhibit palace, algnilicaut of the looping of his one thnusaiiuL.i loop
ina canal Is today open and doing
1'iisiiicss un a far vaster scale than was
predicted for It. and the Kxposltion,

shown to Illustrate the evolution of the
processes of inamilac ture-a- s,
lor example, a display of n model of the tirst
hU h celebrate
the opening of theea-r.l- . cotton gin In connection with the mar
Is today revealed as the greatest velous equipment Into which It has
nhMfcstatlon of national achievement evolved.
Many of tho displays will be espe'r American history. Here will bo cially
adapted to study by the deleneutral ground where even nations
to great national and InternaIn warfare will display on a gate
rale never before equaled their prog- tional congresses and conventions, of
ress In the arts, Industries and sciences which more than 300, embracing almost every phase of human activity,
.f peace.
Within three months before the open-ttf- r have voted to meet In San Francisco
of the Kxposltion as many as 2.000 In 1015. Delegates to the congresses
Inns of consignment bad reached San Interested In social progress and wel-

r

Sky

THE IND 07 THE TRAIL,"

PANAMA-PACIFI-

C

ft m

Art.

nt
i

which Its distinguished
l ijeurge W.
ioeihals,

olom--

will pnwido.
The foreign

)iirtlcp::tlou will lie
notable The nations are not attempting to show everything that they produce, but will lay especial emphasis
upon those products In which they excel. In the Danish display, for example, will he shown products of ths
HoyHl I mulsh porcelain factory at
Japan In her exhaustive exhibit will display priceless works of
art, loaned by direction of the Imperial
household and many of which could
not be duplicated
From Italy will be
shown historic paintings of (be old
masters, hitherto never exhibited In
America iu the orlglnala. From (.'bin
there have reached Kan Francisco selections of exhibit collected under the
supervision of the governors of the
provinces. Itare silks and satins,
carvings, Inlny work In the precious
metals, exhibits of the trausporlatlon
methods employed In the old China
and the modern methods used In the
awakening republic will le shown.
New Zealand will make a marvelous exhibit of Its rare wood, of It
fleeces, of it superb scenic charms.
A large number of rare giant tree ferns
from New Zealand will be found
growing on the Eximsltlon ground.
The Argentine Itepubllc early set
aside a larger sum than any ever appropriated by a foreign nation for representation In an American exposition.
The modem cities of Argentina, the
schools, churches, libraries, the greut
lire stock and agricultural Interests
will be extensively portrayed, and tbe
mutual Interest of South America and
North America will be emphasised In
manner.
almost every conceivable
From South Africa will be shown diamond exhibits snd methods of extraction. The magnificent Canadian display will review not only the widely
known agricultural wealth, bat will
Illustrate th scenic charm of ths
great Dominion, of (now clad mountain peaka, of farreachlng forest, of
Inland lakes In cbslns of silver and
,
rushing mountain streams.
L'hl-nos- e

INTERNATIONAL

EXPOSITION, SAN FRANCISCO, 1915.
Tbl photograph chow Jame Earl Fraaer" superb piece of Utnary,
International Exposition. Mora
"Th Knd of the Trail." at the Panama-Pacifiare shown at the Exposition, ths works of
than 800 beautiful
famom xeulptors of the day. In addition to the sculpture shown out of
doors, thousands of beautiful work of art ar preaeuted In the great Palace
c

niiiL'ress.

chairni.in,

I

six-re- el

A STRONG

OFFERING IN 6 REELS

FRIDAY, MARCH 12th
FTT3

itrey

Hearts

ELEVENTH INSTALLMENT
We find the conspirators in New Mexico now. Ii
this episode Allan Law, Rose Trine and Barcus nar
rowly escaped death in obtaining thrills for the pubii
IT IS FULL OF THRILLS AND EXCITEMENT

SATURDAY, MARCH 13th

HAZARDS OF HELEf
Fourth Episode "THE STOLEN ENGINE"

j

A Story of Real Railroad Life
That is as Exciting as it is Interesting
j
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